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Abstract 

The demand for noise reduction in all types of machines increases with 

growing environmental consciousness [1], [2]. With accelerating product cy- 

cles, the issue of noise reduction is now being considered at the very early 

stages of the design process. There is an increasing demand for efficient and 

economical acoustical simulation for the design of quiet products. 

It is necessary to find methods which permit a fast and economical 

assessment of noise reduction by using updated FE-models and measured 

data which are applicable in the whole operating speed range of interest and 

to non-linear structures [3]. This thesis reviews current trends and presents 

new developments in research on the prediction of acoustic behaviour in 

machine products, in this particular case of rotating machines with an 

automotive alternator as case study. 

The methods which are developed in this thesis can accelerate the design 

process by indicating and "pre-estimating" the sound relevant modes of a 

structure in a very early design stage. The comparison between analytical 

and experimental modes can be improved by a newly-developed iteration 

procedure. A developed indicator function ranks the most sensitive degrees 

of freedom (DOFs) of the structure. This result can be used for the model 

validation, and implemented in a cycle for design improvement it can also 
be used for the structural judgement of implemented modifications. 

The developed sound indicator function permits the estimation of the noise 

changes in an early design stage, hence indicating approximations for the 

best modifications. 
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The thesis shows how experimental modal analysis (EMA), finite element 

analysis (FEM), boundary element analysis (BEM), and acoustic meas- 

urements can be combined to provide a tool for a computer aided 

engineering (CAE) quiet design and speed up the design cycle in a new 

methodical way. 

The major difficulties in employing modal analysis for such a noise 

reduction exercise are discussed in [4], [5]: 

(i) the non-linearity of the objects, 
(ii) damping, 

(iii) complexity of the fully assembled structure. 

By using a new test rig for taking controlled vibro-acoustic measurements, 

comparison between prediction and experiment shows good results. 
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Nomenclature 

1. Basic Terms, Dimensions and Subscripts 

W power 

x, y, z translational degrees of freedom/ coordinates 
8X, 6y, OZ rotational degrees of freedom/ coordinates 
M mass 
N total number of degrees of freedom/ coordinates 
No number of nodes 

s number of secondary/ slave/ unmeasured DOFs 

m number of included/ effective modes 
L number of correlated mode pairs 

r current number or matrix rank 
j, k, 1 integers 

q generalised coordinate 

p principal/ modal coordinate 

w frequency of vibration 
SZ rotation speed 

f force 

P pressure 

g principal /nodal Force 

V volume 

v velocity on the surface 

c sound velocity 
S surface 

kg 

rad/s 

rad/s 
N 

M2 
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2. Matrices, Vectors, Scalars 

[] matrix 

{} column vector 
() single element (of matrix or vector) 
[] diagonal matrix 
[ ]T; { }T transpose of matrix; vector 
[ ]H complex conjugate (Hermitian) of matrix 
[I] identity matrix 
[0] null matrix 
[ ]-1 inverse of a matrix 
[ ]+ generalised / pseudo inverse of a matrix 

complex conjugate of matrix, vector, single 
element 

[U], [V] matrices, of left and right singular vectors 
[E] rectangular matrix of singular values 
[T] transformation matrix 
[AR], [AE] reduced, expanded matrix 

IP p- norm of a matrix / error / vector 

e value of a norm / error / perturbation 

3. Spatial Properties 

[M], [K], [C], [D] mass, stiffness viscous damping, structural 
(hysteric) damping matrices 

[MA],... analytical/ theoretical/ predicted/ FE mass, 

... matrix 
[Mx],... experimentally derived/ test mass, ... matrix 

V 



IOM]=[Mx] 

[MA],... 
[Mu], ... rim]. 

: [M]iz ] 

[MJ21 :I M]22 

mass, ... error/ modification matrix 

updated/ refined/ improved mass, ... matrix 

partitioned mass, ... matrix 

4. Modal Properties 

cur natural frequency of rth mode 
Cr viscous damping ratio of rth mode 

Tir structural damping loss factor of rth mode 

Mr modal/ effective mass of rth mode 
kr modal/ effective stiffness of rth mode 

Cr modal/ effective viscous damping of rth 
mode (proportional damping) 

QQ factor 

8 logarithmic decrement 

[fir] eigenvalue matrix 
[`IJ] mode shape/ eigenvector matrix 
[(D] mass-normalised mode shape/ eigenvector 

matrix 
{yl}t; {ý}r rth mode shape/ eigenvector 

wjr; 4 jr jth element of rth mode shape/ eigenvector 

rad/s 
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5. Frequency Response Properties 

[H(o))] FRF matrix 
HJk(w) individual FRF element between coordinates j 

and k 

rAjk = Wir. 4 jr modal constant/ residue 
[R] residual matrix 

Rik = 
±, 

Ajk /wr2 high- frequency residual for FRF between j 

r_m1 and k (Hjk((O)) 
[h(t)] IRF matrix 
[T11] transmissibility matrix 

6. Standard Abbreviations 

CMP correlated mode pair 
DOF(s) degree(s) of freedom 

FE finite element 
FRF frequency response function 

IRF impulse response function 

MAC modal assurance criterion 
MIF mode indicator function 

COMAC coordinate modal assurance criterion 
SVD singular value decomposition 

FD frequency domain 

TD time domain 

Re, Im real part, imaginary part 
c 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The Nature of the Problem 

In many industries, product noise and vibration requirements have become 

very important. Additionally, the development process has been reduced to 

time frames unheard of twenty years ago. Small product quantity, rising 

complexity and a higher degree of customisation, demand the use of 

computer programs and the interaction of different kinds of engineering 

disciplines. 

This has led to the idea of concurrent engineering, where factors such as 

noise and vibration can be considered early in the design stage. Many 

problems of vibration, fatigue and noise can be viewed individually for a 

single part in theory. The focus then remains on the component under de- 

sign, but its effect on the overall dynamic performance is not always well 

understood. 

As with all technology, simulation has a break-even point between accuracy 

and the level of effort required to apply the tools. It also depends on the level 

of design process, and which kind of science is to be applied. Early in the 

design process, major decisions of the desired function of the new product 

have to be made. The individual components are changing constantly and 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

the construction is in process. At this stage, an analysis of the main parts is 

required and functionality' is the priority. There is a need for a rapid 

analysis, which does not need detailed information. 

In the final product development stage, the nominal configuration and basic 

sizing of all components has been set. An FE-model may already exist from 

the earlier design process and the task is now to refine the design through 

analysis, testing and evaluation of prototype hardware. The engineer has to 

optimize the design accuracy with regard to functionality, noise and fatigue 

before the product goes into the production. 

A primary difficulty in noise and vibration simulation is that the frequency 

range of concern may encompass hundreds of system modes. Additionally, 

little details in all connected parts in an assembled structure can have a great 

effect on the noise. It is practically impossible to develop a dynamic finite 

element model of a complicated structure that is accurate enough to describe 

the first 100 modes. Fortunately, however, it is possible to model individual 

components in a frequency range up to 2000 Hz. 

Furthermore, most new designs are not totally different from previous ones. 

The functionality is mostly the same for component structures such as 

gearboxes, small power engines or alternators [3]. This led to the idea of 

finding a hybrid finite element / experimental model for a practical 

approach to a component dynamic performance simulation within a complex 

system [11,12]. As mentioned above, for the success of a product, the design 

cycle has to be very short. In this case, the simulation and experimental parts 

have to be most effective and as short as possible. It is not always necessary 

to find the precise noise level for every single component. The major interest 

is a quick overview of whether a new design has a better noise and vibration 

quality or not. This led to the idea of creating a judgement value that 

compares the design with other modifications (noise level worse/better) and 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

will give the following answers to the prominent questions in the design 

cycle, where acoustic sensitivity is a major problem: 

- what are the most effective changes to reduce noise? 

- which components or parts are responsible for noise? 

In a specific case study an automotive alternator is investigated. 

3 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.2 Noise In Electrical Rotating Non- 

Stationary Machines 

In many electrical machines, there is electromagnetically-excited noise which 

is due to the alternating magnetic forces in the gap between the claws and 

stator poles. The main excitation frequencies are the order of the numbers of 

claw poles and of stator teeth referenced to the rotation frequency of the 

claw pole [34,35,36]. The electrical machine is excited magnetically by ra- 

dial and tangential forces at the order of the number of the teeth and by axial 

forces at the order of the number of the claw poles. By coincidence of the 

operating forces with the structural eigenfrequencies, the structure will be in 

resonance. 

To establish the cause of excessive noise or vibration and to separate the 

natural frequency from the excitation frequencies will be the right solution in 

matey cases. More complicated are transient driving condition machines 

which operate on a wide speed range. A cancellation of one mode in one 

resonance in a specific speed range can gain another resonance at another 

speed. 

Another problem is that the different operating speeds excite most of the 

coincident structural resonances, hence it is necessary to reduce the sound at 

more than one resonance frequency. 

An example structure of an non-stationary electrical machine is the 

alternator. The noise level as a function of speed is shown in Fig. 1.1. 

4 
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Fig. 1.1: Typical sound radiation of an alternator 

The noise caused from structural vibration is clearly marked above the fan 

noise. In Fig. 1.1 it can be seen that the highest resonance peaks are in the 

region of 1000 to 3000 rpm. This speed range is, in most cases, the 

automobile engine idle speed (the usual transmission ratio is in the range 

from 1.5 to 3). In its idle speed, the automobile engine is generally quiet, but 

the alternator has several natural modes in his frequency range, which will 

be excited by the electro-magnetic forces. Hence the automotive alternator 

can be held responsible for the noise in a specific speed range of the 

automobile (Fig. 1.2). In future that will be more dramatic due to increasity 

demanding noise standards [9]. 
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Fig. 1.2: Scatter of automotive noise 

For an example to prove the investigated tools on a complex electrical non- 

stationary machine, and for the demand to reduce noise, an automotive 

alternator was chosen for a case study in this thesis. 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.3 Literature Survey 

Many different influences have to be considered by studying the acoustic 

radiation of a vibrating body. These include the following topics: 

(i) size and shape of the radiating surface: 

when the acoustic wavelength is much larger than the body, the acoustic 

propagations are widespread and nearly independent of the geometry, 
but the ability to radiate acoustic energy is low. For smaller 

wavelengths, the source is much more directional and a better radiator. 

(ii) frequency, velocity distribution and amplitude on the body: 

in the lower frequency ranges, the velocity distribution is an important 

consideration. For example, a pulsating sphere (breathing mode) is a 

much better radiator than an equivalent oscillating sphere. In linear 

acoustics , the resultant pressure is directly proportional to the imposed 

velocity amplitude at the surface of the radiating body. 

(iii) environment into which the body radiates: 

it is necessary to know the properties of the acoustic medium and to 

understand the possible coupling between the body and that medium. 

The effect of reflecting or absorbing surfaces must also be taken into 

account when evaluating the structure's acoustic properties. 

7 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.3.1 Coincidence Frequency 

An important property of a vibrating structure is the coincidence frequency, 

where the wave length is equal to the wavelength of the mechanical 

surrounding. It can be shown, in 166] for example, that for an infinite plate 

oscillating below its coincidence frequency, the plate theoretically radiates 

an infinite amount of power. Above this frequency, its radiation ability is the 

same as that of an equivalent plane wave. 

The coincidence effect can be explained by examining the speed of 

progressive waves on a plane surface, 1671. At frequencies above the 

coincidence frequency, the surface speed (v) is greater than that of the 

surrounding medium (assume air for example(C, &)). Thus, any transfer of 

energy to the air is not influenced by local surface movement, and thus "sub- 

surfaces" on the plate can be thought of as independent sources all matching 
in phase. In other words, although two nearby surfaces could be moving out 

of phase with each other, the air cannot make adjustments quickly enough to 

account for the rapidly changing input of the two sources. Therefore, the rate 

of energy transferred to the air is roughly equivalent to that of a plane wave 

source of a similar surface area. 

Below the coincidence frequency, the progressive wave speed is below that 

of the air. In this configuration, the pressure fluctuations in the air resulting 
from movement of the plate travel more quickly than the wave that 

produced the fluctuation. The air will therefore be sensitive to the pressure 

variations induced by the immediate surrounding region. Cancelling can 

occur due to the out-of-phase components, and the cancellation will be 

complete for an infinite plate. The time average transfer of energy to the air 

in the far field is zero. 

8 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

When dealing with finite structures, one is primarily concerned with the 

influence of standing normal modes of the body. It can be shown that these 

preferred patterns of vibration can be broken down into standing waves 

which travel in opposite directions 168]. Since the structure is not infinite, 

there exist regions on the surface where cancellation is not complete. 

Therefore, a finite structure below its coincidence frequency will transmit 

power to the far-field radiating. It will then be necessary to understand the 

exact nature of the induced velocity on the surface to estimate the 

contribution and effectiveness in radiating acoustic energy. 

Another factor affecting the radiation capability of a body below its 

coincidence frequency is its curvature. This includes both smooth variations 

in body geometry (e. g. around a sphere or cylinder), and discontinuous 

changes that occur at an edge. 

1.3.2 Reducing Radiated Noise 

There are three major areas that should be considered in evaluating the best 

approach to reduce radiated noise levels from offending structures [69]. 

(i) Reducing input force 

Structurally-induced noise radiation is caused by an input forcing the 

mechanism to radiate parts of the energy of the input as sound. It is 

desirable to keep the inputs small and uniform to reduce the response 

amplitudes and to lessen the chance of exciting higher frequency modes. 

9 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

(ii) Add damping to structure 
The amplitude of vibration at resonance is directly controlled by the 

amount of damping in the system. Damping can often be added in 

strategic locations to affect the regions experiencing excessive 

amplitudes of vibration. 

(iii) Lower efficiency of radiation 
The acoustic efficiency is defined as the ratio between the power of the 

velocity distribution on the surface and the radiated sound power. By 

determining which components and velocity profiles are the most 

efficient radiators, it will be possible to concentrate the efforts to reduce 
the effect of these sources. 

The areas (i) and (ii) are traditionally treated independently from the 

acoustic analysis. Much work has been done in these areas, and general 

guidelines exist for dealing with these subjects [70,71]. 

Calculating the efficiency of a given radiator geometry and velocity profile 
however, is not a trivial task. Analytical solutions exist for only a few ideal 

sources and these cases correspond to situations where the geometry of the 

radiating surface can be described by orthogonal co-ordinate systems that 

are separable in Helmholtz's equation [721. 

High-frequency radiation, particularly that above the body's coincidence 
frequency, generally yields unit radiation efficiency for general structures. 
Acoustic radiation in low-frequency regimes is not well understood. In 

general, it is necessary to use approximate solutions or to revert to numerical 

computation to analyse properties of structures. 

For the present study, it is desired to develop a scheme to rank and to 

validate general structures for sound radiation by using new comparison 

10 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

techniques. The application of the new method will be directed towards the 

study of acoustic properties and relating them to the acoustic performances 

of an automotive alternator. For the application to general rotating machines 

an alternator has been selected for use in this study because, 

(i) application of the results can potentially be applied to other real-life 

noise source problems which have similar cylindrical shapes. Examples 

of this includes turbo engines, all electrical machines with a rotor and 

stator, and all machines which have a_ cylindrical shape " and 

resonant problems. 

(ii) as outlined in the literature review, there is a continuing interest in the 

acoustics of cylindrically-shaped bodies. 

(iii) experimental verification of the acoustic modelling will be facilitated 

with test on the alternator stator as sound source. The reason for this is 

the symmetry of the geometry and the contact force input of the rotor. 

Various aspects of the acoustic radiation properties have been studied 

previously. The techniques used in the cited literature are FEM, BEM, 

analytical and experimental methods like EMA and acoustical measurements 

and their combination. For the present review of literature, two broad areas 
for survey have been identified. 

(i) Sound radiation 

(ii) Creation of a reliable dynamic model 

11 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.3.3 Sound Radiation 

The techniques used in the cited literature to solve the sound radiation 

problem can be further broken down into two categories: 

(i) Statistical approach: Here, the acoustic properties are lumped together in 

frequency bands. In the higher frequency regimes, resonant frequencies 

are densely packed, making their individual analysis very time- 

consuming and impractical. 

(ii) Deterministic approach: The effect of individual velocity distributions at 

particular frequencies are studied here. This evaluation is more 
important in the lower frequency regimes. 

1.3.3.1 Statistical Approach Of Sound 

Marring and Maidanik [731 considered the efficiency of radiation for a 

cylinder with broad-band excitation. The work consisted of both an 

approximate analytical method and an experimental study. The maximum 

efficiency occurred at the coincidence frequency of the cylinder. A local peak 

was also located at the ring frequency of the cylinder. The ring frequency is 

12 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

defined as the frequency at which the longitudinal wavelength of the 

cylinder material is equal to its circumference. It was noted in their work 

that the radiation efficiency was not highly dependent on the boundary 

conditions of the system. Rather, it was found that the size and geometry of 

the cylinder walls played a larger role in determining the radiated 

quantities. It was also pointed out that the efficiency of the low-frequency 

modes did not fall off as quickly as expected from their analysis. This was 

explained by reasoning that the analysis method did not apply to the lower 

structural modes. 

Other experimental work done by Kaemer and Crocker [74] utilised both 

surface intensity measurements and a reverberant testing environment to 

examine the sound power radiated from a vibrating cylinder. The results 

agreed well with the predictions of acoustic efficiency from the work of 
Marning and Maidanik. 

Szechenyi [751 employed an approximate formula to compute the natural 
frequencies of finite cylinders to estimate their modal densities and radiation 

efficiencies using statistical methods. General solution curves, as well as ap- 

proximate equations, were provided to predict the efficiency of a particular 

configured cylinder within a given frequency bandwidth. Similar to 

Manning and Maidanik's work, the low-frequency analysis regimes were 

not covered due to limitations in the statistical analysis. 

Leung and Foist [101] employed a combination of Statistical Energy Analysis 

(SEA) and FEM to predict the acoustically-induced random vibration loads 

for shuttle payloads. It was assumed that frequencies below 200 Hz are 
dominant. 

Hynna, Ringe and Vouksinnen 11021 employed the SEA method to predict 
the structure-borne sound transmission in large welded ship structures. One- 

13 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

dimensional beams and two-dimensional shells were used to build a model 

of 5000 elements and 1700 nodes. For the requirement in the low frequency 

regime it showed satisfactory results. 

Summarising it can be said, that if the power input, various coupling loss 

factors for each element are known the problem can be solved via the power 
balance equation in the SEA method. However electrical machines generally 

consist of innumerable elements and coupling effects. The various coupling 

loss factors and the exact power input are unknown. Therefore the above 

mentioned method is not the right tool to calculate the sound radiation of a 

fully equipped rotating machine. 

1.3.3.2 Deterministic Analysis of Sound 

Williams et al. [781 employed an approximate series method to analyse the 

radiation from finite cylinders with a uniform radial velocity profile. 

Although the acoustic efficiencies and far-field radiation patterns were 

established for a small range of cylindrical shapes, it was determined that 

the analysis method was most accurate for geometries that were nearly 

spherical in form. 

The solution of the wave equation for infinite cylinders and flexural motion 

is well documented in classical acoustics texts [70,72,761. The study of oscil- 

14 



Chapter 1- Introduction 

lating spheres and disks, which can be used to approximate some types of 
finite cylinder motion, is also well covered in these books. The following 

papers indicate some of the work that has been conducted to study the 

effects of various velocity profiles on finite cylinders. Bordoni and Gross [77] 

considered the sound power radiated by a rigid cylinder with one oscillating 

wall. It was found that the results agreed very well with those for an 

equivalently-configured spherical source to a vibrating cap. 

Dawe and Perreira [79,801 studied the axial oscillation of finite cylinders. An 

approximation of the Helmholtz equation was applied to large source- 

receiver configurations which allowed them to study any frequency range. 
Some experimental work was done that showed good agreement with the 

approximate solution. General design curves were generated for both the 

far-field directional properties and the efficiency of cylinders with a wide 

range of aspect ratios and frequencies. 

Richards et al [671 discussed the radiation ability of various components 

undergoing different types of oscillation. General observations from this 

work pointed out that for a broad class of vibration effects, the radiation 

efficiency becomes much smaller at low-frequency situations, where the 

acoustic wavelength is greater than the dimension of the source. More 

specific, Jeyapalan and Richards [811 concentrated on the efficiencies of 
infinite beams in flexural vibration. It was determined that above the 

coincidence frequency, all that was needed to determine a given efficiency 

was the frequency, perimeter and cross-sectional width of the beam. 

More general acoustic modelling techniques employing the boundary ele- 

ment method [82,83] have also been used in conjunction with the modelling 

of acoustic radiation from finite cylinders [84,85,86,871. Most of this work 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

was concentrated on some aspects of refining the method, rather than 

dealing with general studies. 

Experimental verification of the boundary element modelling scheme has 

also been outlined: for example, Chen and Schweikert [841 examined the 

underwater radiation of a stiffened cylinder. A lumped mass mathematical 

model was used to generate the velocity profile of the excited cylinder. 

Schenk [851 used a series of small ceramic transducers in a large aluminium 
block to simulate a moving section in an otherwise rigid body. Good 

agreement with the numerical model was obtained in both cases. 

Applications of the boundary element method, in conjunction with modal 

analysis testing has been successfully applied to the analysis of an oil sump 
[881. Modifications were assessed using the modal database and later 

implement on the actual oil sump. Excellent agreement was observed 
between the numerical boundary element predictions and the experimental 

testing of the reconfigured oil sump. 

Fischer [62,103,104] and Fyfe [105] have investigated the acoustic properties 

of vibrating finite cylinders. Both used a combination of analytical and 

experimental data. The acoustic properties of radiating cylindrical bodies 

have been examined by applying a boundary element method to an integral 

form of the Helmholtz integral equation. The flexural vibration motion was 

considered as input to the acoustic models and the results were validated by 

experiment. 

In addition, Fischer introduced the equivalent force technique [62], which is 

based on experimental data in combination with the Operating Deflection 

Shape (ODS) and the natural modes of the structure. 
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Hübner [94] and also Ochman [116] examined the sound radiation problem 
by an auxiliary system of monopols representing the normal vibration at the 

surface of the vibrating structure. 
Summarising, abundant literature shows that from a linear uncoupled 

structure a valid FE and BE model can be modelled and with a given force 

the sound radiation can be solved [106,107,108,110,111,112,113,114]. But 

to calculate a sound producing complete running engine, which has of 

course non-linearity is still a problem. The noise radiation simulation of 

electrical machines encompasses the fields EMA, FEM, BEM and the 

implementation of the operating force. There is still a gap in the link of the 

several disciplines. A combination of the several areas to form an efficient 

tool to reduce the sound radiation of electrical machines is missing. 

1.3.4 Creation of a Reliable Dynamic 

Model 

Due to the small vibration amplitudes at high frequencies, the dynamic 

model must be very precise for sound calculation because small deviations 

can produce big effects in the sound radiation. 

Generally, a dynamic system is described by mass [M], damping [C] and 

stiffness [K] matrices. By estimation of the dynamic model using finite 

element analysis, assumptions have to be made for [M], [C] and [K]. To 
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provide experimental data from a test to validate the theoretical model, 

requires the solution of an inverse problem to deduce the matrices from the 

vibration. The [M], [CJ and [K] matrices are not directly measureable and 
have to be deduced from measured quantities, such as the natural 
frequencies and damping factors of the system, together with the mode 

shapes. 

Of the various stages in the experimental modal analysis of a real structure, 
the collection and assessment of experimental data is the least well defined. 

There are many things that are left to personal preference, engineering 
judgement and experience rather than being covered by strict rules and 

procedures, as are used with the later, more mathematical, stages. This 

situation probably reflects the wide diversity of structures that are now 

subjected to vibration test and analysis. The variability of FRF measurements 

as made by different organisations, but on the same structure, has been 

highlighted clearly by Ewins and Imregun [5], who advocated the need for 

great care in the collection and assessment of experimental data. 

In order to obtain reliable results there is a need to plan the modal test 

thoroughly. Ewins [4] points out the prime importance of planning the 

complete vibration analysis procedure, from the test right through to the 

final usage of the processed data, in order that data of just a sufficient 

quantity of the right quality are measured. The ultimate usage of the data 

influences the way in which it is measured and how carefully it is analysed. 
Stroud [11,12] proposes a complete pre-test analysis of the structure using 
the best available FE model, but since such an analytical model is not always 

available, this approach may not be applicable in all cases. Ewins and 
Sainsbury [13] discuss the quantity and type of data required to enable 

predictions of the coupled properties of a simple beam with a block mass. 
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Elliott [14] has shown that the spatial positioning of transducers on the base 

structure must be adequate to describe the motion of a modified structure. If 

the modified state could not be measured adequately with the transducers as 

they are positioned, the prediction of the effects of the modification will be 

unsuccessful. The problem is termed "modal insufficiency". Once again, this 

result reinforces the need for a comprehensive preliminary survey in which 

possible modifications are proposed. Estimation of the modified structural 
behaviour then allows transducers to be placed in the correct positions on 

the base structure for the full tests. 

As an example of the engineering judgement involved in vibration testing, 

detailed studies of the influence of pushrods on vibration measurements are 
discussed in works by Silva 1151. The methods for designing pushrods for 

particular applications have been developed by Mitchell [161 and Heiber 

[171. 

Ewins [18] has also shown how inaccurate positioning of transducers on 
locally-flexible parts of a structure can lead to wide variations in the 

measured results. Furthermore, the adverse effects that the measuring 

equipment can have on the structure under test are illustrated in [99]. 

Stroud [11] mentions the use "test-support analysis" where powerful on-line 

computers are used for rapid evaluation and assessment of the test results. 
The assessment consists of identification of modal parameters and 

orthogonality checks of the measured modes with the analytical modes 

produced in a "pre-test analysis", a type of modal assurance criterion. Once 

again, though, such methods are not applicable if an analytical model is 

unavailable. Several papers, including [19,20], have reported ways by which 

the quality of a modal database can be estimated from its ability to predict 
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accurately the effects of simple modifications. However, this is not thought 

to be a very reliable method due to the influence of other factors and, 
furthermore, it is too remote from the testing phase to be of any practical use. 

Since the introduction and development of inexpensive and powerful 

computational facilities, a vast quantity of work had been published in 

regard to the analysis of experimental data. The basis for many of the 

analysis methods in common use today are presented in works by Brown, 

Allemang, Zimmerman and Mergeay [21], Ewins [4] and Stroud [22], which 

cover single-reference single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) and multi-degree- 

of-freedom (MDOF) methods and multiple reference MDOF time domain 

methods. 

The extensive modal surveys of the alternator presented by the author [99] 

show how the implementation of a force-controlled excitation and defined 

analysis techniques can be used to build confidence in the final modal 

models. 

Works by Ewins [24], Wei [25], Hopton [26], Ibrahim [27] and Niedbal [28] 

show the types of errors that can occur through incorrect or incomplete 

modal analysis. Once again, for sound prediction in a high frequency 

domain, small amplitudes are responsible for the sound. Hence these 

problems become prominent by using experimental data for sound 

radiation. 
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1.3.5 Conclusion 

The above discussion indicates that the study and understanding of noise ra- 
diation from vibrating structures is an important, ongoing topic of research. 

Typical analytical and numerical solution schemes have generally been 

limited to idealised geometries and boundary conditions. The use of the 

general boundary element method had been manly confined to some aspects 

in the refinement of the modelling technique, rather than to focussing on 
different trends for specific geometries and velocity profiles. 

Recent literature alludes to the usefulness of being able to predict the effects 

of structural modifications on the sound radiating qualities on an existing or 

proposed structure [89,90,91,92]. The use of modal analysis testing has also 

become an integral part in the design and maintenance of mechanical struc- 

tures [4,5,931. Yet, the use of experimental modal analysis has been largely 

neglected as input to the boundary element modelling scheme. The cited 
gaps in the development and utilisation of acoustic radiation studies provide 
the impetus for the present work. 
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1.4 Aims and Scope of the Thesis 

The primary objective of this thesis is to present a methodology by which we 

can improve the design cycle with regard to noise and vibration quality, by 

combining analytical and experimental techniques. This objective should 

also include the whole computer engineering (CAE) design cycle. The 

complete loop of the CAE design and simulation cycle is outlined in Fig. 1.3. 

Vibro-Acoustic Design Tool For Noise Optimization 

I CAE-Cycle For High Quality Products 

N1olli/i'catiow; 

New Design Variational Design Complaints e. g. Noise 

CAD, Object Modeling, 
Functioning - Calculation of req. Power 

etc 

Stability FE-Analysis For Stress 

Vibro-Acoustic Design Tool 
Sound Problem FE-Analysis Supported 

by exp. Data 

Expert Library I 

Best Design 

Fig. 1.3: CAE-Cycle for high quality products 
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Essentially, most designs are not totally new but are improvements of older 
designs and are only slightly different in the task or in the dimensions and 
the basic shape and the exciting force will not be fundamentally different 

from the earlier generation (e. g. generator, turbo machines, alternators etc. ). 

Including this premise at the first step in the CAE cycle new designs, 

variation designs, improvements and complaints (noise, fatigue etc. ) can be 

handled as modification. The application of this philosophy leads to an 
inverse problem and leads to the question of what is different from the 

previous design and what is not. This will direct the calculation to the 

prominent parts. 

In the CAE process there are three main tasks to improve the product: 

(i) The functionality cycle, where the CAD and object modelling is 

employed. The main questions of this task are how to integrate the 

capability for simulating complex motion of articulated mechanisms and 
tolerance problems. Another point of importance is to calculate the 

required power. This task is essential for the use of the product. 

(ii) The fatigue cycle is mostly done by using FEM to optimize the model in 

its physical properties by changing the material and also the shape (e. g. 
in small corners to prevent high stresses). 

(iii) The sound cycle. Including the sound cycle at very early stage in the 

design process and simulation cycle helps to prevent expensive 
deviations. Unfortunately, sound occurs only on fully-equipped 

machines which are characterised by non-linearity, friction in the 

connecting parts, contact problems in gears etc. It is, therefore, still 

current practice to exclude the sound problem from the simulation cycle 

and to test this item only in a trial-and-error method with samples. 
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Therefore, there is a need to investigate a tool for calculating or 

estimating the sound at a very early stage of the design process. 

The scope of this research is to find a tool for noise optimization of rotating 

machines. To characterise and describe the noise behaviour which is 

mentioned in (iii), it is also necessary to describe the whole structural 

vibration behaviour. For reliability reasons, and to investigate non-linearity 

effects, it is absolutely necessary to validate a vibro-acoustic reference model 

with experimental data, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Essentially, there are two 

different routes to study the dynamic behaviour of structures: analytical, via 

the finite element method (FEM) and experimental route via experimental 

modal analysis (EMA). 

The analytical model is a description of the physical characteristics, usually 
in terms of mass, stiffness properties which is referred to as a spatial model. 
The results of the analytical model will give the natural frequencies, mode 

shapes and if the damping is known the frequency response functions 

(FRFs). 

The experimental route goes the reverse way and is based on measurement 

the FRFs on an existing structure. From the measured FRFs the modal 

properties and, in the limit, the spatial properties can be deduced [4]. The 

validation of the two independent routes will have the dynamic problem 

fully understood. 

The results of the acoustic analysis and operation deflection measurements 

will give the critical sound radiation, frequencies and shapes. These are to be 

compared with the mode shapes under running conditions. 
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If the dynamic behaviour and the sound interaction are fully understood, it 

will be possible to find indicators which can be used to classify the loudness 

of the investigated structure. With regard to the fact that a fully-assembled 

structure has hundreds of modes, it will be impossible to calculate each 

mode. Hence, a tool is needed which identify the "noise critical modes". 

With these identified modes it is worth to studying the potential of noise 

reduction in more detail. 

To simulate the operating conditions, it is necessary to introduce the 

operating forces. The function of the operating forces are usually not 

available and it is even more complicated for a non- stationary (i. e. rotating) 

machine. At this stage there is a need to know which frequency is critical or 

not. There is a urgent demand to have a tool or methodical procedure to 

rank the modes from an acoustical point of view, independent of the 

operating forces. With these data, the design engineer will have a powerful 

tool to assess in a very early design stage and to guide the design 

optimization process. In engineering tasks there exists a maze of possible 

solutions which are dependent upon each other. Some practical requirements 

exclude a possible solution. 

The idea is to develop an indicator function which shows without detailed 

calculation the direction of the modification. This will lead to certain 

prominent questions: 

(i) WHY - does one mode shape produce more sound than another? 

(ii) HOW - can a noisy mode most effectively be changed into a quieter one? 

and to the corresponding tasks: 
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(i) identification of noise-relevant mode shapes 

(ii) dependency of mass [M], stiffness [K] and damping [C] contribution of 

noise level. 

The scheme of the assessment is outlined in Fig. 1.5. The development of 

such a tool for noise optimization by assessment is worked out in this thesis. 

By ranking the modes, the result will not be equal to the realistic sound 

power, but it will give the possibility to compare two different models. This 

led to the idea to use the relation between excitation, mechanical impedance 

and the sound radiation ratio factor and, based on this knowledge, to devise 

an indicator function. 

How the vibro-acoustic design tool work is tested with both modified and 
unmodified structures. A fully-equipped alternator which has a complex 
non-linear structure is chosen as example structure. 

The key to use a reference model for an acoustic improvement tool is, to 

interpret a new design, a modified design or a customer objection as 
deviations from the reference model. The precise definition of the deviation 

between a known reference model and a modified design is a requirement to 

identify the influence of specific modification on the vibration behaviour of 
the structure. Under the premise that a new design model is the old one with 

slight deviations, it is possible to implement this deviation in a well known 

"reference vibro-acoustic model". If this vibro-acoustic model is valid, and 
the deviations can be well defined, the "new prototype" can be treated as a 

modification of the old one and can be calculated. By using new comparison 
tools, the effects and interactions of the deviations on the structure can be 
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studied. The structural dynamic and sound behaviour can be compared and 

an answer can be given as to whether the new design is quieter or not. If the 

knowledge of each loop is stored in an expert library, the design reaction can 
be accelerated. One leading idea is to start the loop with a problem analysis 
to find the deviations [117,1181, by using a competence team and an expert 
library, before starting the simulation process. The problem analysis 
technique is divided into five major steps, as listed below. 

(i) Definition of the problem. 

(ii) Description of the problem in three areas: location, timing, and 

magnitude. 

(iii) Extraction of key information in the three areas to define possible 
causes. 

(iv) Testing for most probable cause. 

(v) Verification of the true cause. 

The problem analysis is directed to the factual data, but additionally to the 

data excluded and those that might be factual. From a comparison of these 

steps, it will be possible to identify the particular factors that isolate the 

problem: exactly what it is, where it is observed, when it is observed, and its 

extent or magnitude. These factors will lead us closer to the problem's cause. 
A quiet design will be reached much more quickly and be more effective, 

when design-, production- and test-engineers will be included in this 

improvement process. 
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The result of the problem analysis is a clear definition of the difference 

between the vibro-acoustic model and the modified design. If possible, the 

variation should be checked in a short modal survey, a linearity check or a 

brief noise survey. After these checks, the defined variation can be 

implemented in the vibro-acoustic model, and, the new design can be 

compared by MAC, COMAC or new correlation techniques developed in 

this thesis. 

The critical modes have to be identified by the developed noise indicator 

functions. After calculating the developed noise scaling factors, the structure 

can be judged to asses if the new design will be quieter than its predecessor, 

or not. 

The research here is focused on implementation of a sound indicator 

function, and scaling factors to find a quieter design via vibro-acoustic 

simulation model. Some ideas already exist, like in equivalent forces but, are 

far from ready to be implemented in a design cycle for industrial products. 
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Fig. 1.5: Assessment of radiated sound 
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1.5 Difficulties in Achieving a Predicted 

"Quiet Design" 

The task of this thesis is to find ways to predict the acoustic behaviour of 

fully assembled structures. Unfortunately, in coupling sub-structures to form 

a typical rotating machine, non-linearity will be introduced (e. g. micro slip 

effect at joints). The effect of the screws (torque), bearings, fits, temperature 

and similar parameters will introduce a non-linearity, such as an amplitude- 

depended stiffness. Differences in the quality of welding, surfaces and 

fittings makes the structures not comparable, [6]. All these problems are also 

present in an automotive alternator. 

The major problems to predict the acoustic behaviour of rotating machines, 

are divided into four main groups, which are discussed in more detail in this 

chapter. 

(i) Non-linearity effects (friction, temperature effect, etc. ) 

(ii) Idealisation errors due to complex coupled structures like laminated 

stator, copper wire etc. 

(iii) Unknown critical operating speed and forces 

(iv) Unknown noise radiation modes 

The corresponding tasks and the items solved in this thesis are outlined in 

Fig 1.6. 
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Fig. 1.6: Problems for noise prediction on rotating machines 
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1.5.1 Non-Linearity Effects (Friction, 

Temperature Effect, etc. ) 

The application of modal analysis theory involves a thorough understanding 

of how the structural parameters in terms of mass, damping and stiffness 

relate to the impulse-response function (time domain), the frequency- 

response function (frequency domain) and the transfer function (Laplace 

domain) for single and multiple degree - of - freedom systems. 

Experimental modal analysis is a process of determining the modal 

parameters (frequencies, damping factors and modal vectors) of a linear, 

time-invariant system [4,651. The definition of a linear, time invariant sys- 

tem is, that the response of the structure to any combination of forces, 

simultaneously applied, is equal to the sum of the individual responses to 

each of the forces acting alone. Unfortunately, this assumption is not valid 
for many important kinds of assembled structures. Prominent obstacles for 

such dynamic simulation methods are the non-linearity effects (friction, 

temperature effect, etc. ) of the structure. By identifying the influence of each 

parameter (friction, temperature, force), the effect of the non-linearity can be 

studied. For a known non-linear behaviour, in most cases a specific test 

range and conditions can be found, where the structure shows a "sort of 

linear" behaviour in the specific range. 

The first results of an experimental modal survey of the alternator showed a 

complex behaviour, and very poor repeatability. For the non-linearity tests, 

new sophisticated techniques such as the inverse receptance method and the 

two-point linear method have been applied 110,291 and the results of these 

tests shows that an specific alternator, as a case study for a complex electrical 

machine, has a cubic stiffness behaviour, and the alternator, therefore, is 
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very sensitive with regard to the variation of excitation force. The higher the 

force amplitude, the higher the sensitivity. This can also explain the poor re- 

sults in the first investigation, where the input force has been implemented 

by a relatively uncontrolled impact hammer. In this case, the force level and 

the direction will vary. Previous investigations have shown that connecting a 

shaker and a force transducer will also have an influence on the dynamic be- 

haviour at high frequencies by introducing torques and lateral forces. 

The requirements of a test set-up of complex assembled machines are: 

(i) a highly repeatable force level and impact direction, 

(ii) no influence of the excitation set-up and 

(iii) no introduction of torques and lateral forces. 
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1.5.2 Idealisation Errors due to Complex 

Coupled Structures (e. g. Rotating 

Machines) 

An accurate idealised FE-model can describe the vibration characteristic of 

structures which can be subsequently used for design purposes, by changing 

the design in terms of geometry, mass and stiffness distribution. 

The finite element method assumes that a continuous structure can be 

discretised by describing it as an assembly of (discrete) finite elements, each 

with a number of boundary points which are commonly referred to as 

nodes. Any structure can theoretically be divided into very small elements 

so that a good approximation of the displacement shape (or stress-field) can 
be obtained for each element using second or third order shape functions. To 

obtain continuity across element boundaries, displacement or stress 

approaches employ the following three requirements: 

(i) equilibrium, 
(ii) compatibility, 
(iii) constitutive law. 

The individual elements in the FE model can be assembled and the acquired 

set of simultaneous equations solved. In the early days (1960s), the finite 

element technique found its main application in the area of stress analysis 
but the benefit of FE methods for dynamic analysis was soon recognised. 
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For structural dynamic analysis, elemental mass and stiffness matrices are 

generated first and then assembled into global system matrices. The mass 

and stiffness matrices are easily defined in terms of spatial and material 

properties of the system. The damping matrix is usually omitted from the 

system although it is possible to assume proportional damping in a 

simplified representation. In most cases, dynamic analysis is carried out 

assuming an undamped system to give the basis modal properties: the 

natural frequencies (DA, and corresponding eigenvectors f(D)A,. The modal 

solution can subsequently be used to calculate response levels for the 

structure under study. 

Element system matrices have been developed for many simple structures 

such as beams, plates, shells and bricks. Most general-purpose FE packages 
have a wide range of element types and the user must select the appropriate 

elements for the structure under investigation and its particular application. 
Further theoretical background and practical implementation of the FE 

method are given in various textbooks, such as Cook [119], Barthe [120] and 

Zienkiewicz [1211. 

The FE method is extensively used in industry as it can produce a good 
representation of a real structure. However, one must bear in mind that due 

to limitations in the FE method, an FE model is always an approximation of 
the structure under study, especially for complicated structures like electrical 

machines and the approximations made can lead to errors being introduced 
into the FE model. Inaccuracies and errors in a FE model can arise due to: 

(i) inaccurate estimation of the physical properties of the structure, 
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(ii) discretisation errors of distributed parameters due to wrong 

assumptions in individual element shape functions, discretisation errors 
due to the quality of the mesh, 

(iii) poor approximation of boundary conditions; inadequate modelling of 
joints; computational errors like rounding off. 

The difficulty of modelling structures which are coupled by joints and 

springs is also discussed in [122,123]. This approximation can - depending 

on the engineer - lead to a wide range of results even the same structure is 

analysed by different analysts, as indicated by the DYNAS survey [5]. 

Therefore, there is a need to verify and to validate FE models. An additional 

comparison method which does not require time-consuming mode pairing, 
is represented in this thesis. 

1.5.3 Unknown Critical Operating Speed 

The frequency band up to 3000 Hz is the majority interest of a sound 

engineer. In this frequency region, the modal density of most rotating 

machines is very high. It is practicably impossible and also not useful to 

make a time history response analysis for each mode. There is, therefore, a 

need to identify the mode shapes which have a high sound radiation 

efficiency. On basic study structures, like a monopole, dipole 
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vibrating sphere or an infinite plate, it is analytically possible to identify 

which mode shapes do possess the best gradients of sound radiation. 

However in irregular structures, like automotive alternators or other rotating 

machines structures, there is a need to invent indicators which distinguish 

the mode shapes with a higher sound efficiency from the mode shapes with 

a lower sound effect. By devising an indicator function for critical sound 

mode shapes it will be possible to also give the most critical frequency for 

the operating force and, furthermore to give a description of the noise- 

critical mode shape. Before starting a modification design process, it is 

absolutely necessary to identify first which modes are noise-critical modes. 

A developed indicator function will be able to assess right after the modal 

analysis if the changes are going to lead to a quieter design or not. In the 

previous studies [61,62] a tracking analysis, and a coarse sound mesh and an 

operating deflection shape measurement (with 15 accelerometer points) have 

been employed. The data showed a leakage effect, and so in this research 

there must be a more detailed mesh net used, and also a vibro-acoustic test 

rig developed which guarantees repeatable measurements. This test rig 

should be able to scan the sound intensity in the near field and 

simultaneously the velocity on the surface in a sufficient number of points. 

Basically, the operating forces of electrical machines are well understood, but 

there is still research work in process [63]. It is expected that the precise 

operating force spectrum f((o) will never be exactly known. It is, therefore, 

necessary to find an approach which permits us to calculate sound indicators 

without knowledge of the exact operating forces. In [32,62] the methods to 

calculate an equivalent force distribution from measured operating 
deflection shapes were discussed. In these cases it is necessary to measure 

the operating deflection shape for each resonant speed of interest and to 

compare this with the modal analysis. The disadvantage is that the 

measurement of the operating deflection shape has to be made for the 

relevant frequencies first and a time history response analysis has to be 
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made in each "noise critical" mode. That the new critical modes and their 

identifications are not known will be another crucial point for a simulation 

tool. 

In general, to solve the force and the noise problem in one run will be very 

difficult and it has to be established if it is, in fact, necessary. If there is a 

possibility to divide this task in two parts it will be far easier to find a 

solution. This can be found out by asking the questions, if the machine 

sound is 

(i) a resonance problem? 

(ii) a operating force problem? 

An example for the first question is a small electric motor on a thin metal 

plate with changing rotation speed which excites each corresponding natural 

mode of the plate. In the second case, forces with high amplitudes excite the 

structure in a non-resonant response as in an injection pump. In combination 

of (i) and (ii), the operating force has a fixed frequency around a resonance 
frequency of the structure. 

In the resonance problem, slight deviations of the excitation amplitude or the 

excitation localisation will not have great effect. In this case, the most 

effective solution to reduce the radiated sound is to change the structure in a 

way that the sound will not be radiated. In a given plate like in case (i), this 

could be achieved by adding damping, drilling holes or designing another 

shape. 

To solve difficult sound problems in machines it is important to know the 

boundary conditions of the system. Usually the modified machine will run 
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under the same conditions, this premise can be taken into account in the 
calculation. If the force amplitudes have only a marginal effect, it will be- 

easier to find a solution which separates the natural frequency problem from 

the unknown operating force problem. 

1.5.4 Unknown Acoustic Radiation Ratio 

Value 

The aim of a vibro-acoustic design tool for noise optimization of rotating 

machines which embraces the whole CAE process is to reduce the time-to- 

design and to produce a product of high quality standard. There has to be a 
decision made concerning precision, time and money. The well-known 
double exponential curve of investigation costs versus results gives a idea of 

a break even point. To design a quieter structure, a noise scaling factor 

between the new and the previous designs will give the same results as a 

precise sound pressure level. 

Such a noise scaling factor should cover the entire speed range band and 

should be deduced from the radiated surface. Afterwards they have to be 

validated by experiment. Therefore a test rig has to be designed to scan the 

sound intensity at each frequency. 
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The acoustical test has to be made under operating conditions. There are 

many other influences like belt vibration, engine vibration, reflection and 

others. New methods must be developed to minimise these effects. 
Mechanical noise sources can be classified in two main families: first, 

indirect or secondary sources where the sound is produced by structural 

vibrations, and second, direct or primary sources where local pressure 
fluctuations create sound and waves. The indirect sources are functions of 

the natural frequencies and the mode shapes. It was necessary to develop a 
test rig which exhibits the following behaviour. 

(i) No reflection of sound. 

(ii) The influence of vibrations from other equipment has to be minimised. 

(iii) The input of various excitation forces should be possible. 

(iv) Non contact measurements of the hot surface. 

Finally, a new sound indicator function could be investigated in this thesis 

and the correlation with the experiment shows good results to assess the 

sound of a product. 
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Chapter 2 

The Inverse Problem: 
A Method to Tailor Identified Mode 
Shapes in Rotating Machines for a 

Quieter Design 

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of detailed estimation, comparison and validation of structural 

model of a complex rotating machine is to find the key parameters that 

indicate the design as noisy or quiet. By using such key parameters, 
including the validated model; it should be possible to truncate the 

simulation process for calculation of a modification. In several previous 

surveys it has been shown that certain parts of a structure radiate sound 

at different frequencies. This leads to the idea of identifying the responsible 
frequency range(s) and the responsible part(s). Afterwards, a detailed 

improvement study can be started for each part. A sensitivity study as 

mentioned in [441 can be started and the developed key parameters will give 

an indication as to whether the modified structure will be quieter or not. At 

this design stage, coarse modifications for estimation reasons will show the 

noise sensitivity of the structure. The best modification can than be 

implemented in a precise FE-model. The sound radiation can be calculated 

via Boundary Element method if necessary and the excited forces are known. 

One main task is the identification of the critical modes which produce the 

sound most efficiently. To change the critical modes in a methodical way, 
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there must first be a full understanding of why some modes, or a con- 

glomerate of modes, produce more sound than others. It is insufficient to 

change only a natural frequency by changing mass or stiffness, since the 

frequency band of interest is from 700 Hz until 2000 Hz. Hence, if one 

natural frequency is changed at 950 Hz it may re-appear at 1100 Hz. This 

leads to the task of developing methods to modify the mode shapes in such a 

way as to design a better (subjective) sound. Before starting any modification 
in the simulation model, the simulation model has to be compared and 

validated with experimental tests. There is a need to know what the mode 

shapes look like in a model with good sound characteristics. Then it is 

possible to find a systematic way to judge the mode shapes in view of sound 

radiation. 
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2.2 The Analytical Route to Sound 

Analysis 

Before embarking on the detailed analysis, it is appropriate to put the 

different stages into context and this can be done by showing what will be 

called the "analytical route to sound analysis (Fig. 2.1). This illustrates the 

five phases through which a typical sound analysis progresses. 

[M] 

Fig. 2.1: The analytical route to sound analysis 

A given force model which interprets the operating forces in frequency and 

amplitude excites the structure which is usually described in terms of its 

mass, stiffness and damping properties and this is referred as the SPATIAL 

MODEL. 

Then it is customary to perform an analytical modal analysis of the spatial 

model which leads to a description of the structure's properties as a set of 

vibration modes; the MODAL MODEL. The modal model is defined as a set 
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Chapter 2- The Inverse Problem 

of natural frequencies with corresponding vibration mode shapes and modal 
damping factors. 

The next stage is to describe how the structure will vibrate under the given 

excitation conditions. This will depend not only on the structure's inherent 

properties but also on the nature and magnitude of the imposed excitation. 
This will lead to OPERATING DEFLECTION SHAPES (ODS). The operating 
deflection shapes will depend not only upon the structure's inherent 

properties but also on the nature and magnitude of the imposed excitations 

and so there will be innumerable solutions of this type. With the response 
level of a given excitation the velocity on the surface of the structure can be 

calculated. With the velocity of the structural surface the boundary 

conditions can be built by single and double layer potentials which creates 
the boundary conditions of the BOUNDARY ELEMENT MODEL (BEM). 

The BEM method is based on the Helmholtz integral equation. 

Using the Helmholtz integral equation the sound pressure can be calculated 

at an arbitrary point for a given sound velocity (V )at the surface (S ). The re- 

sults of this approach will depend not only on the structure's inherent prop- 

erties, but also on the nature and magnitude of the imposed excitation forces. 

Due to the definition of the resonances and the small energy of sound 

radiation, relatively small forces may have a great effect on producing sound 
(for example, a squeaking machine does not need significantly more input 

power than a quiet one but produces much more sound power). Hence, for 

analytical sound calculation the operating force has to be known in terms of 

amplitude phase and space covering the whole dynamic system. 
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2.3 The "Inverse" or Experimental Route 

to Sound Analysis 

As explained in [41 the interdependence of the different models - spatial, 

modal and response- and their characteristics leads to the principle of modal 

testing. As indicated in Fig. 2.1 it is possible to proceed from the spatial 

model to a response analysis. It is also possible to undertake an analysis in 

the reverse direction from a description of the response (such as measured 
frequency response functions (FRFs)) the modal properties can be deduced 

and, in the limit, the spatial properties. This leads to the "experimental 

route" to vibration analysis known a experimental modal analysis. In 

analogy to the experimental route to vibration analysis shown in [41 the 

experimental route to sound analysis is mounted and outlined in Fig. 2.2. 

Fig. 2.2: The experimental route to sound analysis 

A major difficulty in the application of this technique is to establish 

representative forcing functions, e. g., the quantitative excitation forces 

defined in space, magnitude and phase. This definition will not be fulfilled 
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by certain sound level excitation of the structure, i. e. by loudspeaker. 

Nevertheless, the methodical investigation of the sound level in space and 

frequency will give insights which can be used to explain the vibro-acoustic 

interaction. It is essential to fully understand the interdependence between 

the modal model, excitation force and the radiated noise as it is upon this 

characteristic that the principles of the vibro-acoustic model are founded. 

With the advent of modern data acquisition systems it is possible to make a 

tracking analysis of multiple orders during a run-up or coast-down of the 

machine. A highly effective method of representing such data is by waterfall 

plots or more recently by a sonagram technique. Both are three-dimensional 

where frequency, amplitude and rpm can be studied (Fig. 2.3). 

Fig. 2.3: Typical sonagram of a rotating machine 
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Another technique is to validate the share of each order by plotting each or- 

der amplitude versus rpm (Fig. 2.4). 

Tracking Analysis 
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Fig. 2.4: Typical order diagram of an alternator 

When the noise is due to a resonance problem and the operating forces are 

cyclical, which is typical for the free forces and moments from rotating ma- 

chinery, the spectrum of the radiated noise is usually characterised by a few 

predominant lines. The resonance frequency of the machine and the 

response properties of the model can be composed. 
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Clearly, natural modes do not produce sound. This is the result of operating 
deflection shapes. The operating deflection shape designates the periodic 

motion pattern of a vibrating surface. But, an operating deflection shape is 

an observation or visualisation of particular dynamic behaviour. It gives no 
indication of the inherent qualitative properties of the particular structures. 

At a resonance of a technical device like a rotating machine, prominent 

modes and residual terms will provide the operating deflection shape. This 

resonance problem can be split into two tasks, in a force and a structure 

problem. The problem of the electrical and mechanical forces are focused on 

other major research projects. In this thesis only the structure problem is 
focused. 

, 
It is necessary to combine the excitation forces with the structural model to 

analyse the vibration under given excitation conditions. These results can be 

used to model the Boundary Element Model (BEM) which leads to the noise 

calculation. Clearly, this will depend not only upon the structures inherent 

properties but also on the nature and magnitude of the imposed excitation 

and so there will be innumerable solutions of this type, over the whole speed 

range 

By solving the inverse problem, noise critical modes will be identified and 

newly methods give ä direction to navigate the route to a quieter design. 

This route will be discussed in detail in chapter 8. 
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2.4 Methods to Modify Critical Modes on 

Complex Structures 

The sound radiation of electrical power equipment is due to response of 

some efficient natural modes which are inherent to the structure. For 

example, the bending modes of the rotor shaft, or the elliptic and higher ring 

modes of a stator. These basic vibration mode shapes are excited by the 

cyclical operating forces. 

Clearly, no practical modification can be found to cancel these basic natural 

mode shapes without risking the basic operation or functionality. To stiffen 

the ring or the rotor shaft has only a marginal effect on the natural modes 

and the dimensions of these parts are basically required for the functionality 

of the machine. Nevertheless, successive alternators from the same 

production line are often different with regard to noise radiation. There is 

some knowledge available at the design stage about the basic dimensions 

(e. g. gap between rotor and stator) which create more or less noise [33,34, 

35,371, but neither the structure-noise interaction, nor the distribution of the 

damping nor the exact placement of (micro) connections at the interfaces are 

completely understood. 

The next step after defining the target structure is to adjust the structure's 

model with dynamic modifications using experimental data. The methods 

for this are to be found in Bishop and Johnson [43] and investigated in detail 

in the theses of Skingle [441, Urgueira [45], Kühlert [46] and the recent work 

from Bienert [47]. The methods for the prediction of the behaviour of 

modified structures can be divided into three categories: 
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(i) FE, analytical re-analysis of modified structure, 

(ii) Modal Coupling, 

(iii) Impedance Coupling. 

(i) The least flexible of the three methods is the complete theoretical re- 

analysis by FE of the modified structure - in effect, the equations of motion 
for the complete modified structure are derived and solved. Such methods 

are of great use in the design stages of a project when there is no physical 

example of the structure available for test [441. 

(ii) The Modal Coupling technique, is also referred to in related literature as 

"Component Modal Synthesis Methods. " The basic philosophy is to permit 

the use of a reduced set of component models in order to achieve a reduced 

order in the final equations of motion matrices of the assembled structure. 

This method uses a reduction performed on the number of modes used to 

describe each component model while still accounting for all the physical 

DOFs. By using a Ritz-type of transformation, the reduced number of 

principal co-ordinates is related to the number of modes that are taken into 

account for the modal estimation. The information relating to the higher 

natural frequency modes is discarded. This method reduces the computa- 

tional effort required in the system analysis and parallels the modal informa- 

tion in real test [45]. The theoretical basis and application can be found in 

Snyder [48], SDRC users guide [49], Urgueira [45], Skingle [44], Luk and 

Mitchell [51,52]. 

(iii) The Impedance Coupling method benefits from the reduction performed 

on the subsystem models in terms of co-ordinates; this coupling analysis 
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method makes use of subsystem models derived from FRF data which are 

available directly from the experimental study, and they are known as the 

"response properties" [4]. Higher modes can be incorporated through the 

use of residual terms and the dynamic properties of those models, that are 

synthesised in terms of the FRF matrix. 

The analytical basis for the coupling method is described in the standard 

reference work by Bishop & Johnson [43], the implementation is discussed 

by many authors, including Ewins [52], Goyder [53], Lamonita [54], Skingle 

[44] and Urgueira [45]. 

In theory, both the impedance coupling and modal synthesis coupling 

methods should give the same results. In practice, however, recent studies 
have shown that the modal coupling methods fail at large and complex 

models. The reason for this is not clearly understood, but it is clear that 

residual terms cannot be incorporated easily directly into the modal synthe- 

sis method. The other advantage of the impedance coupling is the potential 
for direct use of the FRFs obtained from the measurement. There is no in- 

between calculation, which can distort the data. The disadvantage of the 

impedance coupling is the necessity of more computing power due to the 

matrix inversion. This disadvantage can be overcome by recent progress in 

the computer development. 

All coupling methods need the full set of coupling degrees of freedom for 

the calculation, including the rotational degrees of freedom [44,45,471. To 

measure and to excite a complex and a small test structure to obtain accu- 

rately the rotational FRFs is a major problem which is discussed in several 

recent papers 144,124,1351. A six-axis arrayed transducer was recently de- 

veloped by Brown [55], but due to the weight, it can only be used for large 

structures. 
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The rotational restraints are important while comparing different connecting 
techniques, like bolted joints, riveted, (point) welded, screwed or pin jointed. 

It should be discussed that the rotational degree of freedom can be obtained 
from separate extensive investigation, which will focus on the parts of the 

connected part as described in [33,34,35]. 

Basically there are three tasks to investigate: 

(i) Tools to identify the "critical modes". 

(ii) Investigating how to find the most sensitive parts for a modification to a 

structure with less noise. 

(iii) Employing a modification method to predict the modification of the 

structure efficiently. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The design process of products that will be produced afterwards on a large 

scale has to be very accurate. There is a need to find rules which are 

integrated into the design process. In addition, an expert loop for changing 

the modes of the structure has to be found to alter the sound quality. 

Industrial design loops for products like car components must be 

inexpensive, as accurate as necessary and quickly feasible. If FE or other 

methods take too long, are more expensive and no more reliable than the old 

trial-and-error methods with experienced experts, there is no serious way to 

employ a new method in daily business. To date, the design of an accurate 

reliable FE model of a complex structure like the alternator for frequencies 

up to 2000 Hz takes longer and is more expensive than building a cast 

sample. This work is not done to develop only another expensive tool. A 

new tool has to reduce cost and time in the design process. This work should 

also show ways in which the most recently-developed methods might be 

integrated into a sophisticated design process. 

With the developed tool it is possible to build up a design rule book for quiet 

product design which can be integrated in the design cycle. 
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Chapter 3 

Existing Tools to Analyse the 

Dynamics and Sound Radiation of 

Structures 

3.1 Introduction 

Virtually every problem in noise and vibration analysis involves a system 

composed of three basic elements: a source, a path, and a receiver. Before a 

solution to a complex noise problem can be obtained, the dominant source of 

the noise must be known, the characteristics of the significant transmission 

paths must be understood, and a criterion for the level of noise considered 

permissible or desirable in this situation must be available. For all these 

three elements still exist theoretical and experimental tools. This chapter 

gives a short introduction in the existing tools to analyse the dynamic and 

sound radiation of structures, with emphasis placed on the structural based 

techniques. 
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3.2 Experimental Modal Analysis 

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is a technique applied in vibration 

studies to describe the dynamic behaviour of mechanical structures from test 

data. In modal analysis, the dynamic response of a mechanical structure, an 

arbitrary harmonic load UI can be written as a linear superposition of a 

single degree response, assuming proportional damping: 

x e`' = 
ýN 

{c}r 
l. fle'°(O)r 

3.2.1 22z 
r=l°r - CO + 1%rOr 

where wr is the natural frequency and Tjr is the structural damping loss factor 

for mode r. The analysis aims to define the modal parameters (natural 

frequencies, damping and modal displacements) and assumes that the 

structural behaviour is linear and its dynamic characteristic is time invariant. 

The EMA technique can be regarded as an input - output approach. This 

means that information about the structural dynamics properties is gained 

by means of input - output measurements. In most currently-employed 

techniques, forced excitation is applied to the structure to one or more points 

and several different ways. The experimentally-obtained input-output 

relationship consists of a set of complex functions, each being the frequency 

response function, Hij, between force input in DOF j and a displacement (or 

velocity or acceleration) response in DOF i. Frequency response functions 

(FRFs) between all measurement DOFs define a frequency response function 

matrix [H(o))]. 

From elements in this FRF matrix, parameter estimation methods can be 

used to extract a parametric model in terms of "modal parameters" (natural 

frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes). As the applicability of these 
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results obtained in further analysis methods is largely defined and limited 

by their quality, increasing attention has been paid to improving the 

accuracy and the confidence of the measurement process. This explains the 

research efforts in the areas of dynamic analysis instrumentation, 

measurement methods and parameter estimation. One of the major questions 

that has to be answered before any meaningful interpretation of the results 

can be made is the validity of the analysis assumption of linearity and time 

invariance. Several surveys [30,28,291, of typical measurement problems 

which were attributed to non-linear effects revealed that those effects were 

indeed more than only of academic importance [30]. It is therefore necessary 

to define relevant indicator functions to detect the existence and extent of 

non-linear behaviour. The more complex and the higher the frequency 

range, the more accurate the measurement has to be. Previous investigations 

have shown, that a curve-fit with a set of inconsistent data can feign complex 

mode shapes 128,291. - 

The experimental modal-analysis is based on the frequency-response 

function method. With the frequency-response function the complex relation 

between a force spectrum and a response spectrum is built (Fig. 3.1). 

f1(0) x1(, m ) 

f2(u) XZ(w ) 

[H (ý)] 
fN(w) (>--L XN(w) 

Fig. 3.1: The time-invariant system 
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The theory of the frequency response function method starts with the matrix 
differential equation of motion of a single degree-of-freedom system. 

mz+c z+kx= f 3.2.2 

Eq. 3.2.2 is the time-domain representation of the system. An equivalent 

equation of motion may be determined for the Fourier or frequency domain. 

The representation has the advantage of converting a differential equation to 

an algebraic equation. This is accomplished in Eq. 3.2.2 

(-mw2+jcw+k)x=f 3.2.3 

In order to simplify Eq. 3.2.3 the concept of a FRF system H(co) is defined as 

H(w) =13.2.4 (-mrw2 + jctw + k) 

or 

H(w)= 3.2.5 

'An important condition in Eq. 3.2.5 is that excitation and response is 

proportional. Therefore, the linearity of the structure is required. In the 

experimental modal-analysis all measure points and the Degrees of freedom 

have to be defined. The measured FRFs can be also displayed as single 

elements of matrix, [H(w)]. 

H� 
... 

Him 

[H] = ... ... ... 3.2.6 
HN, ... 

H,,,, v 
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with 

Hjk(co)= 
X 

for j, k=1,2,..., N 3.2.7 

In one row of the matrix are the FRFs with the same reference point. The 

column consist of are the FRFs with the same response points defined. 

According to the reciprocity theorem, the FRF of a linear system is invariant 

of a exchange of Excitation and Response. Hence, it is sufficient to measure 

one row or one column of the matrix respectively. 

Hik = Hv 3.2.8 

Further, the FRF Hik can be calculated from a known Hak, H,, and Hsi 

H`= x' 
= 

xl 'fý xý 
= 

hý h'k 
= 

hit h'k 
3.2.9 

. 
fk fk fi xf hi; hrr 

Under the premise that the investigated structure is linear, all the 

information is contained in either one complete row or one complete column 

of [H]. The number of measurements is therefore equal to the number of 

specified DOFs. 

Before starting an estimation of the modal parameters from FRFs, it is 

important to know whether the system is proportionally damped or non- 

proportionally damped. For a non-proportionally damped system, the 

complex mode approach is employed, and for a proportionally-damped 

system, the real mode approach is employed. 
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In the case of a non-proportionally-damped system, the FRF from the 

reference DOF, k, and of the response DOF, j, can be derived from Eq. 3.2.9 

2N W 
jr 

V kr 
Hjk(a)-Z 3.2.10 

º=ý a, 
(i» 

+ý, -jr ti Zr 1-ß"r2) 

with the residue: 

rA jk _ 

Vjr VII, 
3.2.11 

ar 

can be written into consideration of the conjugate complex pole pairs: 

2N 

" Ajk " 
A_k 3.2.12 

r-I 

HjkýWý-ý 

Q" 
(iw+ý, 

W W 1-ý"21+Q"11W+ý"W+ 1W, 1-c, 21 

In the proportionally damped system or for the residue A and A* of the 

complex pole pair is 

rA jk =- 1 
1,. Ajkl, 

rAjk =+ 1r Ajk 

with 

rAjk 
l- Yf, jr Vfkr 

Mr2ir 1-1ýrs 

3.2.13 

3.2.14 
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The definition of this equation is that DOFs have a phase difference of + 90° 

or - 90°. Hence they vibrate in phase or out of phase with each other. Eq. 

3.2.14 implemented in Eq. 3.2.11 derived as 

Hik (w) =V2I ýA Jk 
I w, 1- ý, z 

2 
3.2.15 

,., -m + i2ý, w, +m, 
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3.3 The Finite Element Model (FEM) 

The modal parameters of a mechanical structure can be analytically 
determined from a finite element model (excluding damping) described as: 

[M]{z} + [C]{z} + [K]{z} = (0) 3.3.1 

Such a procedure requires considerable computing power and, especially for 

complex structures in an acoustic frequency range, it is impossible to obtain 

a sufficient degree of accuracy without information or "updating" with 

experimental data [4,5,6,311. The first step is an accurate description of the 

physical characteristics usually in terms of mass, stiffness and damping 

properties, which is known as the spatial model. 

The next step is to perform an analytical modal analysis of the spatial model, 

which leads to the description of the structure behaviour as a set of vibration 

modes: the modal model. This model is defined as a set of natural 

frequencies with corresponding vibration mode shapes and damping. It is 

important to remember that the FE results always describe the various ways 

in which the structure is capable of vibrating naturally, i. e. without any 

external forcing or excitation, and so these are called the "normal" or 

"natural" modes of the structure. 

The third stage is to evaluate how the structure will vibrate under given 

excitation conditions and, especially, to estimate the distribution of the 

response amplitudes. This will depend not only upon the structures inherent 

properties but also on the nature and magnitude of the imposed excitation, 

and so there will be innumerable solutions of this type. However, it is 
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convenient to present an analysis of the structure's response to a "unit" 

excitation and to describe that as the response model [4]. 

Nevertheless, the FEM is a useful tool because it is an independent and 

reverse technique in comparison to EMA. The EMA approach starts with a 
description of the response properties as measured FRFs and goes on to 

deduce the spatial properties. By sophisticated correlation of both models, 
the differences between them can be identified and located under the 

prerequisite that both models are quite similar. This is also the limit of a big 

FE-model with joints and attached substructures. 

The finite element method idealises a continuous structure as a series of 
discrete regions, called elements. The behaviour over an element is assumed, 

usually by defining how the displacements vary over the element. The 

assumption is implemented by constructing interpolation functions for the 

internal displacements in terms of a set of nodal displacements. 

This assumption reduces the behaviour of the element to a finite number of 
degrees of freedom. 

In the stiffness matrix the internal displacements are assumed in terms of 

simple polynomials since they have to satisfy two convergence requirements. 
Their two requirements are: 

(i) The element must be able to -reproduce strain free rigid body 

movements. 

(ii) The element must be able to reproduce a constant state of stress exactly, 
for deformation. 
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If the element does not satisfy both of these requirements then there is no 

guarantee of convergence to the correct solution. Only a simple polynomial 
interpolation does this. The elements are assembled to form the complete 

structure by matching the displacements at connecting nodes. 

In fact, if two elements have the same assumed interpolation along their 

common edge then matching the nodal displacements means that the 

displacements at any point along the common edge are also matched. In this 

case the elements are said to be compatible. 

Provided that compatible elements are used and the individual element 

convergence requirements are satisfied then the approximate finite element 

solution will converge to the exact solution as the mesh is refined. If any one 

of the three overall convergence requirements is not met then the finite 

element method can converge to the wrong answer. In the form as described, 

which is how the method is almost invariably implemented, compatibility is 

satisfied exactly but equilibrium is only satisfied on average over each 

element. As the mesh is refined the equilibrium is satisfied in finer and finer 

detail. 

For a static analysis the assumed interpolation, or shape, functions allow the 

element stiffness matrix to be constructed. This relates the element modal 
displacements to the corresponding element modal forces. Assembling the 

elements together allows the global stiffness matrix [K] to be formed. This 

relate the modal displacements {x} to the modal forces {f). 

[K]{x}={f} 3.3.2 

For the static problems this gives a set of simultaneous equations, so that, 

when the applied loads are specified the equations can be solved to find the 
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structural displacements. Knowing these, the element displacements are 
known and, using the assumed shape functions, the strains and hence the 

stresses can be found. The strains involve differentiating the displacements 

and hence one order of the polynomial representation is lost. This means that 

the displacements are computed to a significantly greater accuracy than the 

strains or stresses. This same statement can also be expressed as: for a given 

accuracy a finer mesh is required for the stresses and a coarser mesh can be 

used if only the displacements are of interest. 

In the mass matrix, for a dynamic analysis the inertia forces also have to be 

considered and this means that the mass matrix has to be found. It turns out 

that the same interpolation (shape function) assumption that was used for 

forming the stiffness matrix can also be used to form the element mass 

matrix. The element mass matrices can also be assembled in exactly the same 

manner as for the stiffness to form the global mass matrix. This gives the 

finite element equations of motion as: 

[M] {z} + [K] {x) = {f ) 3.3.3 

The [M] (2) are the "inertia forces", [K] (x) are the "stiffness forces" and 

(f } are the "applied forces". In all real systems some form of damping will 

be present which dissipates energy. This can be formally included into the 

equations of motion as 

[M] {z} + [C] {z} + [K] (x) = {f ) 3.3.4 

where [C] {z} are the viscous damping forces. For most structural vibrations 

the damping forces are one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the 

inertia or stiffness forces. 
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Solution of the Equations of Motion: 

There are various methods for solving the equations of motion. The choice 

of solution technique depends very much upon the form of the forcing 

function. Ignoring random forces there are three classifications for the 

applied forces. 

(i) There is no applied force. The equations of motion (ignoring damping) 

then become: 

[M] {z} + [K] {x} = (0) 3.3.5 

(ii) The forces are transient in nature and are specified most naturally in 

terms of their time history. The equations of motion are then 

[M] (2) + [C] (±) + [K] {x) = ff (t)} 3.3.6 

The time history x (t) of the response is found. 

(iii) The force is periodic in nature and is specified most naturally in terms of 
its frequency content. For a single frequency the equation of motion is: 

[M] {z} + [C] {x} + [K] (x) = ff ) e"" 3.3.7 

The excitation is then said to be in the frequency domain. 

The in practice important case (iii) of the harmonic excitation is following 

explained in more detail. The steady state solution for the equation of motion 

is 
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{x(t)} = {x} e'ä" 3.3.8 

giving 

(([K]-w2[M])+iw[C])(x)= (f) 3.3.9 

and with the receptance [a(co)] _ 
{x} 

{f} 

([K] - o)=[M]) + iw [C]) = [a(w)] 3.3.10 

is 

[a(m)] (x) = {f} 3.3.11 

where [a(c))] is called the receptance of the system and it is a function of 

frequency. This is a set of simultaneous equations with complex coefficients 

and these can be solved directly to give 

{x} _ [a(w)]-' (f }= [H(w)] (f) 3.3.12 

where [H(tv)] is analogous to the EMA the FRF matrix. 
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3.4 Acoustic Analysis 

Mechanical noise sources can be classified into two families, indirect or 

primary sources where the sound is produced by structural vibrations on the 

one side, and direct or primary sources where local pressure fluctuations 

create sound waves on the other side. In the case of indirect sources, the 

relation between structural vibrations and radiated sound is a function of the 

vibration frequency and of the vibration shape. The knowledge of this 

relation is essential for efficient noise control. Treating the noise produced by 

a vibrating structure, it is possible to succeed reducing the vibration levels 

by adding damping material, but in some cases it can happen that the 

radiated sound increases due to the additional stiffness of the damping 

layer. This apparent contradiction, which is an extreme example, is caused 

by the additional stiffness of the damping layer which shifts the resonance 

frequencies to a range where the structure radiates sound more efficiently. 

It is therefore essential that the role of those variables which determine the 

relation between structural vibrations and radiated sound is known and 

properly described. Theoretically, this relation is given by the solution of the 

3D wave Helmholtz integral equation, with the surface velocity of the 

vibrating structure as a boundary condition. Several theoretical studies have 

been devoted to this subject in the past and have resulted in an analytical 

formula which is only valid for a limited number of basic geometries, such 

as axi-symmetric structures (spheres, cylinders) or flat plates. Analytical 

solutions for the more general problem are conceivable but rather complex 
due to numerical instability problems, and require considerable computer 

power. To study the sound radiation problem of complex structures it is 
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necessary to measure the acoustic field with different excitations (e. g. axial, 

tangential and radial). 

To identify the mode shapes with the highest radiation efficiency it is 

possible to develop a tool which directly correlates mode shapes with the 

radiated sound field. The aim is to excite the structural model obtained from 

the EMA or FEM with standard or equivalent excitations and to calculate the 

perpendicular velocity of the surface. The radiated sound can then be 

calculated by: 

W=Oradpc j�v2dS 3.4.1 
s 

where is: W= radiated noise 

grad = radiation efficiency 

p= air density 

C= speed of sound 

�v= normal surface speed 

S= structure surface. 

The result can be used as a classification factor to easily classify the sound 

level of several models. 
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3.5 Operating Deflection Shapes (ODS) 

Operating Deflection Shapes (ODSs) can be measured directly by relatively 

simple means and they provide very useful information for understanding 

and evaluating the absolute dynamic behaviour of a machine. As 

understanding makes up much of the path to a possible solution, the 

visualisation of the vibration behaviour by ODS may guide the engineer to 

the point of the structure at which to make an optimal modification in order 

to control noise or vibration, lessen fatigue or reduce wear. Modification 

decisions can be supported by one or a few frequency response 

measurements to check for the existence of resonance conditions. 

The technique uses a two-channel measurement of complex transmissibility 

between a fixed reference transducer and a second transducer moving 

sequentially to all points and directions of interest on the structure. At each 

frequency of interest the relative magnitudes and phases are extracted from 

the measurements. The magnitudes and phases, when assembled in vectors 

(one for each frequency), represent the relative ODS at each particular 

frequency. An absolute Operating Deflection Shape is obtained by 

multiplying the relative ODS by the absolute response, measured by the 

reference transducer. 

A standard modal analysis software programme can be used for data 

acquisition, extraction and animation of the ODS. It simplifies the data 

management, interpretation and evaluation of the results. 

The observed parameter is the (complex) transmissibility function 

representing the relative deflection over the structure. This technique 
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produces a result for one particular condition. The definition of the basic 

transmissibility function is : 

_ 
xr 

xj 
3.5.1 

If the objective is to study a particular structure under one or a few specific 

conditions, a direct measurement is faster, simpler and more accurate than 

analytical prediction, and makes no assumptions about the system. In the 

practical measurement the observation parameter is the (complex) 

transmissibility (function) representing the relative deflections (and phase) 

defined at measurement points and directions over the structure. The 

transmissibility reveals the relative deflection between two DOFs as a 

function of frequency. It depends on the forcing distribution and hence does 

not represent a system property. Thus, an operating deflection shape is an 

observation, or visualisation, of particular dynamic behaviour. It gives no 

indication of the inherent qualitative dynamic properties of the particular 

structure. 

The coherence of a transmissibility measurement tells only about the actual 

measurement signals. It tells nothing about the system properties, e. g. non- 
linear effects. It can be used as a check of steady operating condition during 

the measurement, and against gross measurement errors. The operating 
deflection shape is a "visualisation" of a particular dynamic behaviour. It 

gives no indication of the dynamic properties mass, damping or stiffness. 

The future task is to investigate effective tools to identify responsible mode 

shapes and to find an equivalent force which can be used for the simulation 

calculation. It is therefore necessary to employ all these techniques and their 

combination to understand fully the vibration behaviour of the alternator. 
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3.6 The Boundary Element Method 

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is formulated by applying Greens' 

theorem to the Helmholtz equation. Through using Greens theorem, a three- 
dimensional problem with volume integration can be reduced to a two- 

dimensional surface integral. This now means that only a description of the 

radiating surface is necessary, rather than a complete and often inadequate 

discretisation of the surrounding medium. The method is employed by 

dividing the radiator into a series of surface elements over which the 

boundary equations are solved. 

The BEM offers many advantages over the finite difference and finite 

element techniques for radiation problems. First, as already mentioned, is 

the simpler modelling of the problem and the associated lower computing 

costs due to the reduction on the apparent "order" of the problem. Second is 

the fact that the technique is suited to the infinite domain problems. Inherent 

on the common formulation of the acoustical BEM is that the source is 

radiating into free space. Another valuable asset of the technique is that the 

whole exterior field solution does not have to be solved when using BEM. If 

the solution is desired only at specific locations exterior to the radiating 
body, it needs only to be calculated at those discrete points. This is in 

contrast to the finite difference and finite element methods, where the entire 
solution must be determined throughout the solution domain in order to 

obtain results at any specific point in the field. Hence the BEM is an efficient 
tool - if the boundary conditions are known. The knowledge of exact 
boundary condition and operating forces is a crucial point of the BEM. A 

exact and detail information of the BEM is given in [62,82,83,86,96103,104, 

105,106,113,1141 
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Chapter 4 

The Structure Acoustic Interaction 

4.1 Introduction 

Basically, there exist two types of sound propagation, the direct and indirect 

path also known as the airborne path and the structure-borne path [58,591. 

These two paths of the sound propagation are illustrated in Fig 4.1. The 

response of structures to dynamic forces is the subject of structural dynamics 

and acoustics. In electrical rotating machines the working process feeds 

power into the structural system through these forces. 

In the direct or the airborne path it is an immediate excitation of the air 

particles surrounding the machine (e. g. blower or fan) which directly 

radiates the sound. In the indirect or the structure-borne path, dynamic 

forces excite first the structure, then a sound wave travels through the whole 
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structure including the conductivity and ends at the surface. Finally, only 
the surface deflection radiates the sound. 

This thesis is focused on the structural vibration so the indirect path is the 

central activity in this work. The indirect path has the following physical 

mechanism inherent in electrical machines. 

structure- 
air-born working process born path 
path 

dynamic forces 

fluid effects structural dynami 
direct indirect 

path path 
machine surface] 

airborne noise 

Fig 4.1: The general sound radiation process 
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T 

4.2 Sound Rating of Rotating Machines 

In Iny region of space through which a sound travels, variations in sound 

pressure are found, motions of the particles may be observed, and in 

general, a flow of energy occurs through the region. Furthermore, because of 

the variety of sounds that can be detected by human beings and instruments, 

means have to be available for describing a wide range of sound pressures, 

particle velocities, accelerations, frequencies and intensities. Sound pressures 

may range over a factor of 100, and sound intensities over 1000. To make 

these quantities comparable, a logarithmic scale must be used. This 

preserves also a constant percentage in accurate measuring. The logarithmic 

scale most commonly associated with acoustics is the decibel. 

The fundamental purpose of the scale is to relate a power, intensity, or 

energy density or a logarithm of the ratio of a reference quantity. The sound 

level expressed in logarithm has no dimensions, and the scale shows the 

level of the sound in decibels (dB). The sound power level is defined as 

follows: 

lOlo 
w Lw= gioW 

0 
4.2.1 

and the sound pressure level is defined as the ratio of the squared level. The 

sound pressure level, which is proportional to the sound power level is 

defined as 

Lp =10log 
pz 

= 20 log [dB] 4.2.2 
Pref Pref 
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In general, levels in decibels are basically defined for use with ratios of two 

like quantities, such as power W, intensity I, mean square pressure p2; in 

each case, the level is relative to a corresponding reference quantity. The 

American National Standards Institute has issued a standard (ANSI 

Standard S1.8,1969) on Preferred Reference Quantities for Acoustical Levels. 

The reference quantities are stated in units of the System International (SI). 

The preferred quantities are given in Table 4.1 from the International 

Standard Organisation (ISO Draft Recommendation, 508 E). 

Name Definition SI units 
Sound-pressure level (gases) Lp = 20 log10 (p/po) po = 20 µN/m2 =2x 10-5 N/m2 

Sound-pressure level (liquids) Lp = 20 log10 (p/po) po =1 µN/m2 = 10-6 N/m2 

Power level LW =10log10 (W/Wo) Wo =1 pW = 10-12 watt 

Intensity level LI = 10 log10 (1/lo) lo =1 pW/m2 10-12 watt/m2 
Energy-density level LD =10 log10 (D/Do) Do =1 pJ/m3 =10-12 J/m3 

Vibration-acceleration level La = 20 log10 (a/ao) ao =10 µm/sect = 10-5 m/sect 

Vibratory-acceleration level Lv = 20 log10 (v/vo) vo =10 nm/sec = 10-8 m/sec 

Vibratory-displacement level Ld = 20 log10 (d/do) do =10 pm = 10-11 m 

Vibratory-force level LF = 20 log10 (F/Fo) Fo =1 IN = 10-6 N 

Energy level LE = 20 Iogio (E/Eo) Eo =1 pJ =10-12 J 

Tab. 4.1: ISO Draft Recommendation, 508 E 
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4.3 Acoustical Behaviour of Infinite Panels 

Only the orthogonal velocity on the surface is important for sound radiation. 
From the different possible types of waves in solids only the bending wave 

on the surface has a practical importance for sound (Fig. 4.2). 

ýp 

acoustical shortcircuit X >% p 

Air 
kp=k x 

wave front 

y wave front 
kY 

k 

x 
cp 

e 

X 
xp 

Fig. 4.2: Sound radiation form a bending surface 
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The sound radiation efficiency a(w) is defined as the acoustic power radiated 

by the plate into a half space, divided by the acoustic power that an infinite 

piston (all parts vibrating in phase) would radiate into the same half space if 

it were vibrating with the same rms. velocity as the plate [125,1261. The 

radiation ratio is dependent on the frequency and the wave length of the 

structure. For an infinity homogeneous isotropic plate as outlined in Fig. 4.2 

the radiation efficiency can be calculated by Eq. 4.3.1. 

4.3.1 6 (w) =W 
PC n Vm. 2 

''S 

The mechanical wave propagates with this spatial pattern along the plate 

with plate speed cp. and the wave number kp for the plate is 

kp 
2rf 

= 
2; r 4.3.2 

cPP 

The radiated sound wave propagated in the air has a wave number, k: 

k=21r=27r sin9=0) 4.3.3 
2 tp c 

Because the sound pressure in the air above or below the plate is caused by 

the transverse velocity of the plate vibration, the sound field parallel to the 

plate has the same spatial periodicity as the plate. The y component of the 

acoustic wave number ky must assume a value such that k= kp+ky (Fig. 

4.2). 

Consequently, the magnitude as well as the direction of the acoustical wave 

number k is defined by the plate wave number kp and frequency. 
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The critical frequency (co, ) occurs when the propagation speed of the 

bending wave in the plate ( cp) equals to the speed of sound in the air c 

(kk=k). 

In general there are three frequency regions of interest: 

(i) above critical frequency (w > w, ); where the propagation speed of the 

bending wave is greater than the propagation speed of sound in the air 

(kp < k). For an infinite plate, mechanically driven at a frequency above 

the critical frequency of the plate, the bending wave travels faster than 

the speed of sound in air. In this case the sound ratio equation is valid 

and can also be written as 

= 
Wr 

=1 k>kp 4.3.4 
2 

nVrmsP C (Lk 
1- 

(ii) at the critical frequency ((o = co, ); at the critical frequency the radiated 

sound wave runs perpendicular to the plate surface (0 = 900) and the 

acoustical wave length exactly matches the bending wavelength in the 

plate, so that the power radiated by the various parts of the plate along 

the propagation direction "pile up". If the plate velocity could be kept 

constant, the pressure as well as the radiation ratio would approach 

infinity. 

(iii) below the critical frequency (co < cot); the propagation speed of the 

bending wave in the plate is less than the speed of sound in the air (kp > 

k). The perpendicular velocity of the elements of the plate and the 

pressure at the same points on the plate surface are always out of phase 
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so that the plate cannot radiate any acoustic power to the surrounding 

medium; thus W, =0 and o is zero. 

4.4 Sound Radiation of Rotating Machines 

Assuming that all excitation forces can be combined, we get the resulting 

force, f. Therefore f(w) is the magnitude spectrum in the frequency domain 

from the effective forcef(t) at the frequency w. By using the Eq. 4.3.1 we get 

get the frequency-dependent magnitude density of the sound power. 

W(co)= pa"c"Q"S"v;, J 
4.4.1 

Where 
�v, �,. 

is the frequency-dependent rms velocity value. If 
, v,,,. is known 

on each location of the radiated surface, the average of the velocity over the 

whole surface can be calculated. The kinetic energy Ek of a radiated body 

with the volume V is given by 

Ek =2 
jp"I+I2dv 4.4.2 
v 
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Assuming a body with the Surface S and with a constant mass distribution 

M, the kinetic energy Ek can be written as, 

Ek2phjvfdS 4.4.3 

then the velocity can be calculated as 

1"M. 2=T 
2 

4.4.4 

2= jphlv12dS 4.4.5 
s 

Assuming a constant mass distribution we get the frequency-dependent 

value of the velocity over the surface as follows: 

v2s11v2ýºs S 

4.4.6 

Analogous to the response model the ratio between a harmonic response 

velocity and a harmonic force is defined in [4] as the MOBILITY or the 

inverse MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE Y(m). 

Y(cv) =f4.4.7 

and 

_"i 
F(W) f"M 4.4.8 
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Implementing the squared mobility Eq. 4.4.8 in the sound radiation equation 
Eq. 4.4.1 and suppressing the dependence of the location of the excited force, 

we obtain 

W(a)=too. ý'C's'Y2'. f, 
s 4.4.9 

This equation is named in [59] as the MECHANIC ACOUSTIC BASIC 

EQUATION . With this equation the sound power can be calculated, if 

mobility, sound radiation and the excitation of the operating force are 

known. 
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4.5 Sound Rating of Rotating Machines 

When we related each means to a comparable reference (as shown in Tab. 

4.2.1), we will get a power level equation as follows: 

Lw(w) = L1(w)+Lsr=(co)+101gc(co) 4.5.1 

This equation allows a physical interpretation of each part as: 

(i) Force Level: L(w) 

(ii) Mechanical Sound Mobility Level: L,,, (CO) 

(iii) Sound Radiation Level: La (CO) 

The mechanical sound mobility level is the rms value of the mechanical 

mobility multiplied by the Surface S. In practice, the values of the mobility 

and the surface velocity are complex numbers. By using the rms value real 

numbers are obtained and the Mechanical Sound Mobility Level, can be 

written as 

sY2 
L812(w)=1018 2 4.5.2 

S0Yo 

The summation of the Mechanical Sound Impedance Level and the Sound 

Radiation Level is the Sound Transmission Level. 
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Mechanical Sound Impedance Level and Sound Radiation Level are the 

mechanical-acoustical properties of a machine. The size, form and modal 

characteristics of the structure are responsible for the sound radiation. The 

force level is the summation of an equivalent force and therefore not 

structure dependent. 

The mechanical basic equation is a simplification. To calculate the levels in 

practice is far more difficult, because: 

(i) In practice, it is difficult to estimate the precise amplitude and the 

localisation of the exciting forces, because the boundary conditions are 

often unknown. With regard to the fact that the sound power is very low 

in comparison to the machine power, weak forces can be effective for the 

sound radiation. In the basic equation there is only one force employed. 

(ii) The sound velocity distribution on the surface of rotating machines is 

very complicated. In the basic equation only the surface mean value is 

employed. 

In complicated structures such as a rotating machines the sound radiation is 

not straight forward calculable. Major problems are the unknown force 

excitation and non-linear behaviour of the structure at present. But, the Eq. 

4.5.1 can be used to judge acoustic behaviour of a rotating machine. It is also 

. possible to verify the physical interaction between excitation, structure-borne 

noise and the radiated air-borne noise. 

As shown in the flow chart (Fig. 4.3), the input is the spectrum of the 

excitation force, which excites the structure. This mechanism is covered by 

the Force Level Le(o). This mechanism in the structure-borne path is covered 
by the Mechanical Sound Mobility Level (co), (co), which yields to the 
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velocity distribution on the surface and is known as the structure-borne 

noise. The structure borne noise on the surface leads to the radiation of the 

airborne noise and this mechanism is covered by the Sound Radiation Level, 

LQ (w) . The output of this flow chart is the sound power. To analyse the 

sound in such paths gives advantages in the primary noise reduction of 

technical machines and leads also to new ideas to use vibro-acoustic models 

that combine advance technology of experimental and analytical models. 

structural 
dynamic 

excitation structure airborne airborne noise 

f borne path v path w 

Fig. 4.3: General sound mechanism 
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CHAPTER 5 

Experimental Methods to Analyse 

The Vibration Behaviour of Complex 

Non-linear Structures at High 

Frequencies 

5.1 Introduction 

A primary difficulty in noise and vibration simulation of complex structures 

like the alternator is that the frequency range of interest encompasses 

hundreds of system modes. In addition, the effect of the connections 

between each component and part makes it quite impossible to develop a 

finite element model that is accurate up to 2000 Hz. To obtain a accurate 

model, several independent test methods and linearity checks will be needed 

to. understand fully the dynamic behaviour and the influence of all the 

relevant parameters (e. g. temperature, belt tension, reassembling, rotation, 

etc. ). Each single test and calculation gives more information to complete the 

mosaic of data to explain the dynamic behaviour of the alternator. Previous 

investigations have shown that more than one mode is responsible for the 

sound radiation at one frequency; it is, therefore, a major problem to identify 

which mode or which set of modes are responsible for the vibration that 

radiates sound most efficiently. 
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5.2 Mobility Measurements 

The result of the experimental modal analysis is dependent of the accuracy 

of the measurement. Basically there are two types of vibration 

measurements: first, those in which just one parameter is measured (usually 

a response level), and second in which both input and response output are 

measured. Recalling the basic relationship: Response = Properties * Input, it is 

obvious that only when two of the three terms have been measured can the 

vibration of the structure be completely defined. Therefore, the mobility 

measurements for modal analysis consist of a type of measurement where 

both excitation and response are measured simultaneously, so that the basic 

equation can be used to deduce the system properties directly from the 

measured data [4]. 

The experimental set-up used for mobility measurement is basically quite 

simple, although there exist a great many different variants with regard to 

the specific items used. There are three major items: 

(i) an excitation mechanism 

(ii) a transducer system (to measure the various parameters of interest), and 

(iii) an analyser, to extract the desired information (in the presence of the 

inevitable imperfections which will accumulate on the measured 

signals). 
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The main items in the measurements chain are then: 

(i) A source for the excitation signal. This will vary, depending on the type 

of the test : 

- random (from a noise generator) 

- transient (from a special pulse generating device, or by applying 

an impact with a hammer) 

- sinusoidal (from an oscillator) 

- periodic (from a special pulse generating device, or by applying 

an impact with a hammer) 

(ii) A power amplifier. This component will be necessary in order to drive 

the actual device used to vibrate the structure which, in turn, will take 

out a number of different forms as discussed below. The input power 

has to match the excitation device. 

(iii) Exciter(s). The structure can be excited in several ways, although the 

most commonly used are by an attached shaker or with a hammer blow. 

Other possibilities exist like step relaxation (releasing from a deflected 

position) and by ambient excitation (such as wave, wind or roadway 

excitations), but these are special methods. The measurement of the 

excitation force on a particular point of the structure may become a 

problem. 
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(iv) Transducer(s). Here again, there is a large range of devices available to 

measure the excitation forces and the various responses of interest. For 

the most part, piezoelectric transducers are widely used for both types 

of parameter (force and acceleration) although strain gauges are often 

found to be convenient because of their minimal interference with the 

test object. 

(v) Signal conditioning. The choice of the signal conditioning or 

conditioning amplifiers depends on the type of transducer, software or 

analysator. In all cases, it is rule to amplify the (usually) small signals 

generated by the transducers. 

(vi) Analyser. The function of this item is, basically, to measure the various 

signals developed by the transducers in order to ascertain the 

magnitudes of the excitation force(s) and responses. In the future, the 

analyser will be replaced by personal computers and workstations, since 

sophisticated software will be available on there. The computer will be 

connected to signal conditioning, which will be able to pre-filter and 

enhance the signals. 

The influence of the attached transducers increases with frequency. A reason 
for that is that the higher the frequency, the lower the wave length is, and 
local modes become important. Therefore, the influence of the attached 
transducers is more and more important. The mobility measurement task is 

divided in the measurement of the excitation and the response measurement. 
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5.3 Response Measurement 

In the literature many details are given of how to choose and to attach 

accelerometers [4,19,201. Basically, there are two techniques 

(i) Contact response measurement 

Transducer with a mass of 2.5 gr. being able to measure three axis 

simultaneously. 

The advantages of using accelerometers are: they are easy to use, give 

good results with a thin layer wax attachment in all three translations. 

The disadvantages are: problems may occur at rough surfaces, 

measurement of rotational acceleration is not possible, the use is limited 

by high temperatures, frequency shifts can occur by moving the 

transducer. 

(ii) Non contact response measurement 

In recent years, laser-doppler vibrometers are employed to pick up the 

response. The main advantage of these techniques is that the laser- 

doppler transducer measures the surface velocity without any physical 

contact and therefore the structure will not be influenced by the 

measuring device. Another advantage is the possible usage at higher 

temperatures. 
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The main disadvantage is that, up to date, no laser-doppler vibrometers 

that picks up directly all three translation dimension or/and the three 

rotational degrees of freedom, are available. 

5.3.1 Excitation Techniques 

There are several different approaches for exciting a structure for measuring 

the dynamic characteristics of a structure. Basically, the approaches can be 

divided into 

(i) coupled excitation with a shaker (e. g. random-, swept sine excitation) 

(ii) non coupled excitation (e. g. hammer blow, electro-magnetic non contact 

excitation) 

Each of the methods mentioned above has specific advantages and disadvan- 

tages. The selection of a excitation technique is frequently based on the type 

of equipment available rather than which is most suitable for a particular 

job. 
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(i) Coupled excitation technique with a shaker 

In the coupled technique, a shaker is used to excite the structure. With the 

electro-dynamic shaker the supplied input signal is converted to an 

alternating magnetic field in which a coil is placed and then attached to the 

drive part of the device and to the structure. The shaker is equipped with a 

pushrod and a force gauge, which measures the input force. The test 

structure can be excited with a set of functions e. g. stepped sine, swept sine, 

broadband random, pseudo random, and so on. Also, the input force can be 

controlled (Fig. 5.1). 

Coupling of the force transducer 

Input signal 

Force signal 

Broadband 

Sine-wave m AAAAAA- 

Fig. 5.1: Excitation of the alternator with a shaker 

The main disadvantage of this configuration is that coupling effects may 

occur between the test structure, pushrod and shaker. These effects are due 

to the mass and the stiffness of the pushrod. If the test structure is very 

flexible, this test set-up will prevent the deflection in all six degrees of 

freedom. Unfortunately, at resonance is the structure is by definition very 
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flexible, except at the nodal points. Hence, at high frequencies where the 

modal density is high, the influence of the attachment will increase. The 

influence can be checked by reciprocity measurement. 

(ii) Non coupled excitation 

Another method of excitation is the use of an impact or a hammer blow. This 

set-up is a relatively simple means of exciting the structure into a broadband 

vibration. The equipment consists of no more than an impactor, or a force 

gauge and a hammer tip. The magnitude of the impact is determined by the 

mass and the velocity of the hammer head. The frequency range which is 

effectively excited by this type of device is controlled by the stiffness of the 

hammer tip and the contacting surfaces (Fig 5.2), [4]. The stiffer the 

materials, the shorter will be the duration of the pulse and the higher will be 

the frequency covered by the impact. Similarly, the lighter the impactor mass 

the higher the effective frequency range. It is for this purpose that a set of 

different hammer tips and heads are used in order to permit the regulation 

of the frequency range to be encompassed. 
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Fig 5.2: Influence of the mass and stiffness of the excitation Hammer 

The main difficulty in applying excitation when using a hammer is ensuring 

that each impact is essentially the same as the previous ones. Caution has to 

be taken that not only is the magnitude of each impact the same, but, it is 

also very important that each impact is applied at the same position and 

orientation relative to the normal direction to the surface. If these are not 

constant, an inconsistency in the acquired data will appear. The result is that 

the modal analysis will be wrong. One false result that may arise is that the 

modal analysis shows complex modes (phase shift given by the inconsistent 

data). 
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5.3.2 Pendulum Bifilar Hammer 

An impulse supplied by a bifilar hammer arrangement such as that shown in 

Fig. 5.3. will give following advantages: 

(i) The location is repeatable 

(ii) The location is adjustable 

(iii) The force amplitude of the excitation is adjustable 

(iv) The impact force is highly repeatable and adjustable 

(v) It is a non coupled excitation technique and there is no interaction 

between impact and test set up 

(vi) No moments are introduced 

(vii) After the impact the structure can vibrate freely 

The disadvantages of this test set-up are that: 

(i) No other force function can be applied. 

(ii) The structure can only be excited horizontally. 
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Bifilar Pendulum 

tip distance bracket 

thread 

force gauge Mz 

Fig. 5.3.: Principle of the bifilar pendulum 

Due to the advantages and the excellent results from a previous study, the 

excitation set up with the bifilar suspension is employed in further 

investigation in this study. 
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5.4 Development of a Modal Test Rig for 

Complex Rotating Machines 

One aim of the thesis is to analyse the structural dynamic behaviour with 

regard to the acoustical radiation. The acoustical radiation occurs under 

operating condition where all parts are fixed together. The environmental 

and fixture condition has an influence on the structural dynamics and the 

sound radiation as well. Therefore every single item which has an influence 

on the sound radiation and the structural dynamics has to be included in the 

modal analysis of the complex rotating machine and its influence has to be 

analysed. 

Previous investigations on structures like alternators and other rotating 

machines have shown a very sensitive behaviour and a poor repeatability 

(10,33,62,99]. A crucial question is to determine is whether the structure is 

(i) repeatable 

and / or 

(ii) linear 

Also, the influence of the other environmental factors shown in Fig. 5.4 

should be investigated via FRFs by using the developed test rig. 
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Fig. 5.4: Environmental influence of the modal parameters 

The newly developed test rig for complex structures includes the following 

properties: 

(i) force impact suspension arrangement 

(ii) equipment for precise adjustment of the impact force (in location, 

direction and amplitude) 

(iii) possibility to scan the test object by laser doppler interferometry in all 

planes 

For more detailed sensitivity studies on this specific structure, and for 

comparison with the radiated sound in the running condition, the following 

details were also designed into the modal test rig: 

(v) precisely adjustable belt tension 

(vi) adjustable belt direction 
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(vii) device to heat the structure 

(viii) whole design to be used also in an anechoic chamber 

The modal test rig designed for complex structures is outlined in Figs. 5.5 

and 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.5: Design of a test rig for modal analysis of complex structures 
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Fig. 5.6: Test rig for complex structures in the anechoic chamber 
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The test rig for complex structures consists of a basic frame constructed with 

solid aluminium section bars, which are connected to special brackets. In this 

frame, other profiles are implemented where the required modal and test 

equipment is set up. 

The alternator pivot and the mounting arm are installed with two brackets 

onto a cast block with an edge length of 30 cm. To insulate the vibration, the 

cast block is placed on rubber elements. The multiple ribbed belt is tensioned 

(force and direction) in the same way as in the acoustic test. The tension of 

the belt is adjustable by an x-y support table. 

5.4.1 The Example Structure for Rotating 

Machines - an Automotive 

Alternator- 

One example of a structure that is particularly prone to structural and 

acoustic vibration problems is the automotive alternator. Since car engines 

are quieter than in the past, other sound radiating equipment such as 

alternator (fuel injection pump, power window motor, wiper motor, starter 

motor, ABS-system and other engine/electric systems) becomes more 

prominent. Since the noise of the car engine has been improved, it may 
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happen that the noise of the alternator is singled out. Hence, the noise level 

of this component becomes an important value of quality and it is a major 

problem for the manufacturer to reduce the sound level of the car alternator. 

The cross section of an alternator is outlined in Fig. 5.7. The main parts are 

the claw pole, the stator, A- and B- housings, belt pulley, roller bearings and 

a cooling plate. The construction looks quite simple, but the interfaces show 

a non-linear behaviour, such as coulomb friction and cubic stiffness. The 

operating electromagnetic forces are transmitted without a mechanical 

contact from the claw pole to the stator. 

Fig. 5.7: Cross section of an automotive alternator 

The alternator must be able to deliver sufficient current to the vehicle 

electrical system at all driving speeds in order to ensure that the energy 
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be achieved by allowing the alternator to deliver as much of the current 

required by the loads as possible, even at engine idle. 

Alternators in a passenger car must meet the following primary 

requirements: 

(i) supply of direct current to all connected loads 

(ii) additional power reserves to charge the battery quickly, even when 

continuous loads are switched on and the engine is idling 

(iii) maintenance of a constant alternator voltage throughout the entire 

speed range of the vehicle engine 

(iv) reliable design in order to prevent mal-function caused by external 

factors such as vibration, temperature change, conformation, humidity, 

fuel and lubrications 

(v) low weight 

(vi) low noise and long service life 
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5.4.1.1. The Magnetic Excitation of Noise in 

an Alternator 

The electro-magnetically excited noise is due to the alternating magnetic 
forces in the air gap between the claws and the stator poles. The main 

excitation frequencies are the 36 th order due to the stator teeth in radial 
direction and the 30th order due to the current flow to the stator, referenced 

to the revolution frequency of the claw pole. The force amplitudes are gained 

by the anchor reaction [9] and the alternator is excited by radial and 

tangential forces (36th order) and axial forces (30th order). In case of 

coincidence of the operating forces with the natural frequencies the structure 

of the alternator is in resonance. This is the reason why the automotive 

alternator radiates a tonal sound. Unfortunately, the resonant effect occurs 

when the automotive engine is in the idle range, at which speed the engine 

radiates less sound than the tonal sound of the alternator which is then very 

audible. 

The magnetically excited sound is radiated mainly by the housing and the 

stator. A vibro acoustic design tool is used to modify structural parameters 

and to judge the influence of the modifications for noise. 
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5.4.2 The Experimental Set-up 

The modal test was conducted to investigate the repeatability of non- 

linearity and the influence of modal properties of the structure. The 

equipment for the modal testing consists of: 

(i) Kistler piezoelectric tri-axial accelerometers type 8694, (2.5 gr. ) 

(ii) B&K piezoelectric force transducer type 8200. 

(iii) Scadas II front end 

(iv) Data acquisition with DTAC and LMS software 

The test set-up is outlined schematically in Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig 5.8: Schematic diagram of the measuring equipment 
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5.4.3 Linearity 

Linearity is a basic requirement in modal analysis. All the preceding analysis 

and the whole basis of the subject, assumes linearity as an assumption which 
has two main implications in the present context. 

(i) that doubling the magnitude of the excitation force would simply result 

in a doubling of the response, and, so on (response linearly related to 

excitation), and 

(ii) that if two or more excitation patterns are applied simultaneously then 

the response thus produced will be equal to the sum of the responses 

caused by each excitation individually (i. e. the principle of linear 

superposition applies)[4]. 

If we divided all assembled technical structures which produce noise in 

structures, we will rarely find linear systems which follow the above re- 

quirements. One solution to solve this problem is to identify: 

why the specific case of non-linearity is inherent to the structure (cubic 

stiffness or coulomb friction damping); 

why the parts (connections) show a non-linearity, and how; 

how the linearity changes in a given force range and where the structure is 

linear; 

where the frequency range due to non-linearity occur. 
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The linearity can be checked by comparison of the different FRFs which are 

obtained by exciting the structure with different force levels. 

For the alternator, the test rig could be used to impact the structure with 
different force levels. The net of the used DOFs is shown in Fig. 5.9. The 

accelerations are measured in all three translation axis. The force level 

ranged from 100 N to 500 N and the tolerance of the force level was about 1- 

2 %. The alternator was excited radially at point 34 x and axially at point 6z 

shown in (Fig 5.10). 

After extended repeatability and reciprocity tests under same conditions, the 

experimental modal analysis was made with the two excitation points and 
414 DOFs. The whole modal model is outlined in (Fig. 5.9). 
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Fig. 5.9: The mesh net of the alternator 
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5.4.4 Repeatability and Reciprocity Tests 

Repeatability checks are a means of assessing the stability of the structural 

characteristics over a period of time. It is always assumed that the structure 

does not change with time or as a result of the excitation itself, but there are 

a number of practical effects that can alter the characteristics of a structure 

such as: 

(i) Bolts slackening 

(ii) Reassembling 

(iii) Belt tension changes 

(iv) Release of pre-loads 

(v) Fretting 

(vi) Operating factors, such as temperature 

For a linear conservative system without gyroscopic forces, Maxwell's Rule 

of Reciprocity applies: the measured FRF for a force at location j and a 

response at location i should correspond directly with the measured FRF for 

a force at location i and response at location j. The FRF matrix is symmetric 

and this property can be used as a check on the quality of the measured data. 

For the reciprocity check the positions of the excitation and accelerometer are 

reversed. The reciprocity check will give an indication of excitation and 
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accelerometer loading effects on the structure. If the excitation and the 

attachment of the accelerometer give a negligible effect on the structure and 
the structure is linear, the reciprocity should sufficient. If the impact and 

accelerometer do have a significant loading effect on the structure, then the 

results in the two configurations will be different and the reciprocity check 

will reveal differences between the FRFs. 

A subset of axial and radial points were employed for the linearity check 
(Fig. 5.10). With the new test rig it was possible to check the influence of 
difference impact forces of the structure. The result was that the structure of 
the alternator is found to be very sensitive concerning the impact amplitude. 
From the Nyquist diagrams outlined in (Fig. A1- A4). it can be seen that the 

alternator exhibits a non-linear behaviour. 

point 32 

point 6 

point 34 

Fig. 5.10: Measured points for the linearity test 

With the new measurement set-up, it was possible to reach a good 

reciprocity in a frequency range up to 2000 Hz. The results are outlined in 

(Fig. AS - A7). It has to be remarked that this particular complex structure 
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could not be analysed in many previous investigations with other test 

equipment, like the shaker system and the impulse hammer. The reason for 

not satisfactory results was the non-linearity and sensitivity of the structure. 

By testing the structure with the new test rig, its linearity did not change but 

it is now possible to operate in a small defined region where the stiffness can 

be approximated as linear. 

5.4.5 Influence of Parameters on the 

Vibration Behaviour of the Structure 

Another aim of the research described in this thesis is to develop an indica- 

tor function which can be used to reduce the sound of rotating machines. In 

the sound reduction process, the complete machine and the operating envi- 

ronment (e. g. support, suspension, fixation) have to be included. One reason 

for this is that the fixation can have a reaction on the vibrating system 

or/and can amplify the sound radiation. A simple example is the different 

noise radiation of the tuning fork, once held in the hand and the other time 

set on a box. Hence, it is necessary to check the influence of the support in 

regard to the vibrations. Original equipment manufacturer products (OEM), 

such as the alternator are a good example in this context, because the 

clamping brackets are different in each type of automobile. Therefore, the 

same part can be quiet on one automobile and noisy in a different one. 
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Generally, there exist two routes of studying this influence of the vibration: 

(i) to study every possibility (e. g. a single analysis on each different 

automobile), or 

(ii) to study the influence of parameters of the support as a stiffness 

variation by using a reference model. 

Route (ii) is obviously the more sophisticated method and is outlined in 

more detail later in this thesis. It is also obvious that this method needs an 

accurate modal model that can be used later as a reference model to check 

the improvements or, more generally the deviations in the levels of vibration 

and radiation. 

Before starting to build a reference model for noise and vibration problems it 

has to be determined how reliable this model is under certain situations 

which can be: 

(i) reassembling; 

(ii) installing (influence of the pivot and mounting arm); 

(iii) temperature; 

(iv) belt tension 

(v) belt direction; 
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(vi) others. 

The influence of these parameters in terms of mass, damping and stiffness 

changes can be made excellently with the FRF technique 141, and is discussed 

in the next chapter. 

5.4.6 Alternator Installation and its 

Influence 

The vibration behaviour of the alternator in the test rig should be 

comparable to that when installed in the car. In this thesis a cast block of a 

mass of 60 kg simulates the car engine. This rigid block is isolated by rubber- 

bonded, metal and the alternator is connected by a front bracket, a rear 

bracket and a mounting arm (Fig. 5.11). 
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Fig 5.11: Alternator mounting on a cast block 

In order to be able to reproduce the measurements all screws are fastened by 

an exact torque (of 15 Nm) and a test has shown that the order of the 

assembled parts is important. The alternator was assembled in following 

order: 

(i) front bracket is tightened on the cast block; 

(ii) all brackets pre-mounted (tightened by hand) on the cast block; 

(iii) alternator is installed so that the cross of the fins is vertically adjusted; 

(iv) tighten the screws of the mounting arm in following order ( 1st. 

mounting arm - alternator, 2nd. bracket - mounting arm, 3rd. bracket - 
block); 
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(v) tighten the screws of the rear bracket. (1st bracket - 2nd alternator, 3rd 

bracket block); 

(vi) tighten the screw front bracket alternator. 

Only by keeping strictly to the above assembly routine a reassembling study 

deliver repeatable FRFs in the frequency range up to 3000 Hz (Figs. A8, A9 ). 

5.4.7 Belt Tension and Direction 

Influence 

The FRF technique was employed to test the influence of the belt tension and 

direction on the dynamic behaviour of the alternator. 

The different belt tensions were also measured by a piezo-electric 

accelerometer, which had been attached on the belt. The free length of the 
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belt can be excited by hand (similar to a guitar string) and the belt tension 

can be calculated as follows with: 

la vibrating length 

lei: entire belt length 

ft belt tension force 

A cross-section 

fy tension force of the belt 

Mb mass of the belt 

p density 

,=f 'fb 5.4.7.1 
I Ap 

and the density of the belt with the entire belt length (lee) 

Mb 

5.4.7.2 P= 
A- lbeu 

we obtain 

. 
fb * `belt 

5.4.7.3 
lý Mb 

and for practical reasons 

ýb W2.12"Mb "ýZ 5.4.7.4 v belt 
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By comparison of the FRFs measured at different belt tensions, the results 

show different behaviour in three frequency regions (Fig. A10). 

(i) The frequency region below 1000 Hz where a difference in the location 

of the (anti)resonance and the amplitude changes. 

(ii) The frequency region between 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz, this is the 

important region for the acoustic measurements, and in this range the 

FRFs show only slight differences. 

(iii) The frequency region above 2000 Hz where the belt tension has again a 
influence of natural frequencies of the assembled alternator. 

The influence of the belt direction on the dynamic behaviour of the 

alternator is much more direct. Over the whole frequency range a frequency 

shift occur (Fig. All). The comparison shows that the dynamic behaviour of 
the alternator is dependet on the fixation of the belt. The direction of the belt 
fixation has a greater influence than the belt tension. This result is important 
in situ, hence specific noise complaints can be solved by changing the belt in 
tension or direction, and the variations may be integrated into the reference 
model. 
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5.4.8 Temperature Effects 

Losses which occur during energy conversion may lead -to increased 

temperatures in every alternator. Cooling air for the alternator is usually 

drawn out of the engine compartment but in the course of encapsulation of 

engine compartment components for the purpose of reducing noise, the 

supply of fresh air for the alternator from outside the engine compartment is 

a suitable measure for reducing the component temperature- and thus 

improving the alternator efficiency. The alternator's operating temperature is 

in the range of 1000 to 130° C. 

The noise of the structure occurs under working conditions. But, to carry out 

an experimental modal analysis in such a high-temperature range would 

present serious test problems. One problem is to attach the transducer on the 

structure in a range of a high-temperature where even super glue would 

melt. Another problem is to keep the temperature distribution during the 

whole time of the measurement constant at a realistic level. 

To check the temperature influence on the dynamic properties of the 

alternator, the alternator stator was supplied with a4 amp direct current and 

heated in this way. With this set up, a temperature of 60 C could be kept 

constant during the measurement cycle. 

The temperature sensitivity had been studied by a survey with a subset of 

the whole measurement nodes (Fig A12-A13). The following nodes have 

been used for the survey: 

Tri-axial: 14,17,6 on the driving house (A-housing), point 32 and 43 on the 

B-housing, and point 56 on the cooling plate. The excitation was placed on 

point 34 in the x direction. 
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The typical behaviour of the temperature effect on the assembled structure is 

that the resonant frequencies move to lower values. The reason for this is 

that the material is more ductile and there is an increasing effect on the 

stiffness. This behaviour is shown also on the alternator by the FRF 34x / 43x 

in the temperature steps 60/50/40/20 C (Fig. A12). 

However, this is not the only temperature effect possible on assembled 

structures. It is also possible that the frequency goes up at higher 

temperature, like in the axial measured FRF at the frequency 1400 Hz (Fig. 

A13). The effect of this is that the gaps in the bearing become smaller due to 

the temperature effect and so a particular mode becomes stiffer. To judge the 

deviation of the resonance frequencies and damping due to the temperature 

effects, a small experimental modal analysis of the alternator was taken at 60 

C and at room temperature and results were compared using the MAC 

matrix. At lower frequencies, the influence of temperature is negligible (Fig. 

5.12) but at higher frequencies, the natural frequency deviation rises to 80 

Hz. An indicator of the possible mode shape deviation is given by the MAC 

values. A poor MAC value can also be due to the small number of measured 

points, where aliasing or other effects can occur. 
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Fig. 5.12: Deviation on the resonance frequencies and the mode shapes 

(indicated by MAC-values) due to the temperature effect. 

The temperature effect on the damping is also not homogeneous over the 

entire frequency range. Above 1300 Hz, all damping values increase at 

higher temperatures, but below 1300 Hz, the increased damping value is 

simply mode dependent. This influence is outlined in (Fig. 5.13). 
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Fig. 5.13: Comparison of damping values at room temperature and 60°C 

5.5 Conclusion 
The result of this case study shows how the sensitivity for the various 

parameters of a general assembled structure can be studied via a FRF 

technique. It could be shown on the alternator that it can differ noticeably 

due to the different effects. Also, the different assembles exhibit a 

remarkable difference. Therefore, the manner of how to assemble the 

structure will be also an important design parameter in regard of noise 

reduction. For the investigation, the FRF technique could be employed as an 
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indicator to give indications for further detailed studies in the simulation 

model. 

Furthermore the FRF technique can also be applied to make a rapid check of 

noise complaints. 
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Chapter 6 

A New Method to Correlate Dynamic 

Models 

6.1 Introduction 

Numerical models for the prediction of noise and vibration play an 

important role in the design and optimisation of (rotating) machines. The 

validity and reliability of these models can be drastically improved by the 

application of correlation and updating techniques. Model correlation and 

updating with experimental data aim for the verification of numerical 

models of dynamic structures. Extensive comparative studies reviewing 

model updating and correlation methods can be found in papers by Imregun 

et. al. [6,40,41,1291. 

In the recent decades numerous papers were published on the verification of 
FEM models using measured data. Normal mode parameters are most 

commonly used as a comparison basis to describe the discrepancies between 

the FEM and the EMA model. Model updating procedures are conceived to 

adjust FEM models so that the updated modal parameters better fit the 

experimental modal results. 
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6.2 Techniques to Compare Dynamic 

Models 

6.2.1 Direct Comparison 

The most common method to compare two sets of data is to plot data set A 

against data set B. Even so, the method can be used to compare natural 

frequencies from two different models and to plot experimental values 

against analytical ones for the available modes. The points of the resulting 

curve should lie on a straight line of slope 1 for perfectly correlated data. A 

systematic deviation suggests a consistent error (e. g. in material properties) 

while large random scattering suggests poor correlation. The mode shapes 

can also be compared by plotting analytical mode shapes against 

experimental ones. For well correlated modes the points should lie on a 

straight line of slope ± 1. The slope of the best straight line through the data 

points of two correlated modes is described as the modal scale factor MSF 

and is defined in [4]. 

MSF(ý,,, fix) = 
(O,, )T{Ox} 

6.2.1.1. 
(OA)T 
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6.2.2 The Orthogonality Methods 

Another method of comparison based on the property of modal 

orthogonality is the cross orthogonality check: 

[COM4. 
x]=LOA 

IT [MA ] LOXý 6.2.2.1 

and the mixed orthogonality check 

[MOCAX] 
= 

[ýx]T [MAI[q$X1 6.2.2.2 

techniques which are referred to in [128,129]. 

For perfect correlation, the leading diagonal elements of the orthogonality 

matrices must all be equal to 1 while the off-diagonal terms remain at 0. 

6.2.3 The Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 

The Modal Assurance Criterion is used as one of the primary tools for 

correlating two sets of mode shapes in modern modal analysis software. The 

modal assurance criterion is a correlation of each single mode shape pair and 

is defined in [38] for test mode j and analysed mode, i, as: 
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I {OX 1; 12 

MAC( O; 4, oix) = TI , 1Tr l 
6.2.3.1 ýýA 

Ji lýA 
}j {oX 

Ji loX 1l 

A MAC value close to 1 suggests that the two modes are well correlated and 

a value close to 0 indicates un-correlated modes. 

6.2.4 The Co-ordinate Modal Assurance 

Criterion (COMAC) 

The Co-ordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) seeks to identify 

those parts of the structure which demonstrate low degrees of correlation. 

The COMAC correlates to two sets of mode shapes, either from a test or 
finite element model, and then identifies those co-ordinates at which the 

mode pairs consistently disagree. 

Before using the COMAC, other correlation tools have to be used to identify 

the mode pairs which have to be correlated. 

After constructing a set of L mode pairs, a correlation value is calculated for 

each co-ordinate over all correlated mode pairs as follows [39]: 
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L2 
s 1 (Y'Alir \Y'Xlir 

I 

COMAC(i) = LI 
L 6.2.4.1 

L('A). 
-d it 

r=1 r=1 

This correlation method weights all degrees of freedom equally regardless of 

whether or not they have large or small mode shape coefficients. 

A slightly different formulation has been found from SDRC (Structural 

Dynamic Research Corporation) which weights the relative difference 

between degrees of freedom [130]. 

L 
LI(Y'A)ir 

-(VX)irI 

COMAC(i) =1- r =l 
2L 

6.2.4.2 

A difference at a degree of freedom which has relatively large coefficients 

will have more a significant contribution to the final COMAC value than a 
difference at a degree of freedom with relatively small coefficients. Hence, 

discrepancies that might occur between mode shapes at points on the 

structure that exhibit very little motion will not heavily affect the calculation. 
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6.3 A New Iterative Correlation Method 

The starting point for the new correlation method is the definition of the 

Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC). 

The MAC value as described in [4] gives the correlation factor for each mode 

pair. 

s n 
Z(OX)j (cA)j 

MC(AX)==- 
n 

, -1 

n 
6.3.1 

> (qX)j 
(OX); 

E(OA)j (cA)j 

j=1 . =1 

By cancelling a single DOF(k) in each calculation, and storing the calculation 

which delivers the highest MAC value, the result gives a better MAC value 

in each iteration, 1. 

2 

In 
Y(OX)j (OA )j 

j=1 
Iýýi"ks"-Jýt 

MAC1(A, X)= 6.3.2 
F (c&)1(OX)j DoA)j(cA)j 

j=1 j=1 
jxkl, k2. -rat jXk1, k -k, 

under the condition of 
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MAC! (A, X)-MACI_, (A, X)=max 6.3.3 

The optimised result of the MAG (A, X) gives a different cancelled DOF for 

each mode pair. Therefore, the output after 1 iterations is a better MAC value 
but the list of cancelled DOFs differs from mode pair to mode pair. More 

detailed information is needed to investigate a systematic connection, why 

and where are the DOFs which give a leap to the best MAC value over all 

modes? 

The accumulated improvement by leaving out of a single DOF over all mode 

pairs and iterations gives a value which indicates the increase of the MAC by 

cancelling one specific DOF d. The higher this value, the higher is the 

influence of the specific DOF. To focus only the MAC values that give 

reliably high MAC values (along the diagonal), the result is weighted by the 

starting MAC value. The product of this is called the High-Sensitivity-Point- 

Value (HPV) and is defined with following equations. 

The first formula is the iteration without the specific DOF, d. 

2 

n 
(OX )i (cA)j 

MAC 
Id 

j*d, kj k2,..., k, 
_j !d 

(cX)j (cX)j E(OA) 
' 
(OA) 

6.3.4 

JJ 
j=1 j=1 

j xd, kl 
, 
k2 

,..., 
k, 

_1 j xd, kl 
, k2 ,..., k, 

_1 

The idea is to identify the specific DOF or set of DOF's with the highest im- 

provement power by comparison two models (e. g. analytical and experimen- 
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tal). The Eq. 6.3.4 gives a result of the MAC value without the specific DOF, 

d. If by cancelling an arbitrary DOF, the improvement is no better than the 

value without the DOF, d, a discrimination factor (DV) can be set. Where in 

MACI (A, X) the specific DOF, d is excluded and in MC, (A, X) included. 

_1 
FMCa(A, X)-MACI(A, X)+I MCw(A, X)-MAC, (A, X) 

uv = 2l MAC, d(A, X)-MAC, (A, X) 
6.3.5 

If there is no better improvement by cancelling the DOF, d, the discrimina- 

tion factor DV will be equal to 0. 

Further, the HPV value is then defined as: 

abt 

HPV(d)=j: j: j: DV(MAC, d(A, X)- MACI-, (A, X))MAC(A, x 
r=1 rr 1 =1 

6.3.6 

where 

t number of iterations 

b number of experimental modes 

a number of analytical modes 

The advantages of the new method are: 

(i) there is no normalisation of the mode shapes necessary 
(ii) there is no mode pairing necessary 
(iii) no wrong integration of false mode pairing 
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Therefore this technique is more robust to handle than the COMAC and the 

enhanced COMAC. In section 6.6 results are shown in a case study, where 

the efficiency of the new technique is tested in situ. 

6.4 Case Study 

6.4.1 The Finite Element Model of an 

Automotive Alternator 

For simulation software for the automotive alternator, the pre- and post- 

processor from I-DEAS [1301 was chosen and for an FE solver the software 

PERMAS was employed [132]. The modelling for each single component 

was done by the ZFS-University of Stuttgart [1341. 

After validation of each single part the major task is to couple the individual 

parts to simulate the complete machine for the purpose of predicting the 

sound. 

The alternator FE model consists of six substructures which are outlined in 

Fig. 6.1. 
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G 

i 

S 
Fig. 6.1: The FE model of the alternator 
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6.4.1.1 The Stator 

One of the most difficult parts for modelling is the stator of the alternator. 

Unfortunately, this stator is also the major part which is responsible for the 

sound radiation. 

The stator consists of insulated grooved laminated plates which are pressed 

together to form solid laminated core. The turns of the stator copper 

windings are embedded in the grooves and insulated with lacquer. The FE 

model of the stator consists of two element groups, the laminated core and 

the copper windings. Both groups were idealised with HEXE8 [135] 

elements. The expanded design plot is outlined in (Fig. 6.2). 

Fig. 6.2: Laminated core and windings in the expanded design plot 
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The laminated stator with the copper windings is coated with insulating 

lacquer. The different kind of lacquer (density and stiffness) and the 

different coating techniques has an influence on the stator stiffness. There is 

an ongoing research to identify how the stiffness and modes can be modified 
by changing the lacquer technique. 

Therefore the FE-model of the stator must be updated by experimental 

modal analysis using updating techniques. After several iterations using 

experimental results, the orthotropic stiffness matrix was found which has 

following material data: 

1961 0840 0084 00 

1961 0084 00 

E= 
00 

_ 03W 0 
0560 

0 

0 

0* 
10n 

kg 
0 rrný 

0560 p= 8348! 
m 

For the copper wire, the following material data were used 

p= 3343 
kg 

E=L. 80 * 10i09 
kg 

v=0.35 
m ms2 

To model the poorly-defined connection between the copper wire and the 

stator, only the roof nodes of the grooves were connected. 

The full model consists of 15816 DOF and is shown in Fig. 6.3. 
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Fig 6.3: The stator of the alternator 

6.4.1.2 The A-Housing 

The A-housing shown in Fig 6.4 is modelled with HEXE8, PENTA6 and 

TET4 elements. The idealisation consists of 3133 elements and 5618 nodes 

and yields 16854 DOFs. In this part there are no connecting surfaces, 
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therefore only the exact mass- and stiffness-contribution is responsible for 

the dynamic correctness. The material of the A-housing is aluminium die - 

casting and the parameters (updated with the experimental data) are: 

p=28 0 6kg 3, E=9.9141 cr 10 kg 
v=0.34 

ms2 

Fig. 6.4.: FE model of the A-housing of the alternator 
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6.4.1.3 The B-Housing 

Corresponding to the A-housing the B-housing was modelled and the same 

material data was used and is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

Fig. 6.5: The FE model of the B-housing of the alternator 
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6.4.1.4 The Rotor 

The rotor consists of a shaft which carries the magnet poles and the 

excitation winding. The excitation winding consists of a single circular coil 

which is enclosed by the claw poles halves. The FE model of the rotor 

consists of four element groups. The shaft, the claw poles, the pole core and 

the excitation windings. 

The shaft consists of 782 elements from the type HEXE8 and PENTA6. The 

claw pole is modelled by 432 elements of the type HEXES, PENTA6 and 

TET4. The pole core consists of 432 elements of the type HEXES. The copper 

wire is described with 6 mass elements, type MASS3. 

As opposed to the stator, all parts of the rotor are pressed together by a 

strong force fit. So the connecting parts can be modelled geometrically. 

The rotor consists of a total of 2638 elements with 3166 nodes and 9498 DOFs 

and is shown in Fig. 6.6. The material data for the shaft, pole core and claws 

are: 

p=8500' , 
E=2.20*10`"mg v=0.30 

m 

For the bearings, 

MA-housing= 0.220kg 
, 

MB-housing = 0.070kg, 

and for the copper wiring mass, 

M, = 0.058kg, 
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Fig. 6.6: The FE model of the rotor 

6.4.1.5 The Pulley 

The pulley is a massive body of homogenous isotropic material. The model 

consists of 432 elements of the type HEXE8 and PENTA6. The model has 576 

nodes and 1728 DOFs. The material data are: 

p= 7820 
kg 

E=2.10* 10+" 
kg 

v=0.30 
m ms` 
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The alternator pulley is outlined in Fig 6.7. 

Fig. 6.7: The FE model of the pulley 
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6.4.1.6 The Cooling Plate 

The cooling plate consists of three plates with six power diodes and six 

exciter diodes for converting the three-phase-current into direct current. This 

design is simplified in the FE model as two plates and lumped masses. 

The cooling plate consists of 568 HEXE8 and PENTA6 elements, 130 

PENTA6 elements for the screws. The whole cooling plate has 1462 nodes 

and 4386 DOFs and is shown in Fig. 6.8. 

The material data are: 

(i) for the cooling plate 

p= 7800 
mg 

9 

(ii) for the screws 

p= 7820 
kg 

I 

E=7.00*10'10 
kg 

msZ 

E=2.10*10'" 
kg 

ms2 

v=0.34 

v= Q30 

0 

(iii) and the lumped masses diodes 

M=0.0045 kg 

9 
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Fig 6.8.: The FE model of the cooling plate 

6.4.1.7 The Brackets 

The brackets are used to fix the alternator in the anechoic chamber for noise 
tests. 

The model consists of 2069 HEXE8 and PENTA6 elements with 2723 nodes. 
Each connected screw is modelled by TET4 elements. All nodes on the 
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circumference of the screw shaft are connected to the alternator The FE 

model of the brackets is outlined in Fig. 6.9. The material data are as follows: 

p= 7820g E=2.10* 1 r11 kg 
v=0.30 m ms 

Fig 6.9: The FE model of the brackets 
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6.4.2 The Assembled FE Structure 

The alternator consists of the individual parts which were described in 

section 6.4.1. The individuals parts which consists of A-housing, B-housing, 

stator and cooling plate are fixed together by screws in the original structure. 

In the FE model the screws are idealised with volume elements. The nodes 

on the circumference are coupled in the three translational degrees of 

freedom. The assembled FE structure is outlined in in Fig. 6.10. 

Fig. 6.10.: The assembled FE model of an automotive alternator 
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The nodes at the clamped A-housing and B-housing are only connected at a 
diameter of an imaginary nut in the three translational degrees of freedom. 

The ball bearings are idealised with spring elements in the radial direction 

and, at the A-housing, additionally in axial direction. 

Also the poly-v-belt is idealised with simple spring elements. 

Finally the whole FE-model has the size of 17.099 Elements, 26.966 nodes 

and 80.898 DOFs. 

6.4.3 Experimental Modal Analysis of an 
Automotive Alternator 

One aim of an experimental modal analysis is to validate the finite element 

model at a frequency range up to 2000 Hz. Hence, there is a fine mesh 
distribution required to avoid aliasing. At the alternator the mesh has 137 

nodes each with three degrees of freedom. The distributions of the nodes are 

as follows: 

(i) 2 nodes on the rotor (nodes number 1 and 67) 

(ii) 37 nodes on the A-housing (nodes number 2 until 31 and 68 until 74) 
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(iii) 22 nodes on the B-housing (nodes number 32 until 53) 

(iv) 23 nodes on the cooling plate (nodes number 54 until 66 and 75 until 84) 

(v) 3 nodes on the mounting arm (nodes number 85 until 87) 

(vi) 19 nodes on the stator (node number 127 until 138) 

Dynamics tests were carried out on the alternator using the developed test 

rig for non-linear structures under the following conditions: 
(i) Belt tension 250 N 

(ii) 2 Excitation points (at node number 8z axial and 34 x radial) (2 

Excitation points * 138 measured nodes in three axis = 828 FRF's) 

(iii) Excitation force 200 N by using the pendulum hammer. 

(iv) Sampling frequency 8 kHz 

(v) Samples 4096 

(vi) Frequency resolution 1.95 Hz 

(vii)Belt direction a= 700, see (Fig. 5.11). 
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6.4.3.1 Extraction of the Mode Shapes 

The extraction of the mode shapes from the measured FRFs was made by the 

software package I-DEAS (Integrated Design Engineering Analysis 

Software) from the company SDRC (Structural Dynamics Research 

Corporation) on a HP Workstation 700. 

The detailed procedure of how to use the modal analysis is described in [39, 

40,41] 

Basically, there exist two procedures to analyse the data: 

(i) single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) methods, and 

(ii) multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) methods 

Previous studies have shown [99] that the natural frequencies of the 

alternator are very closely spaced and the damping was greater their 

spacing. To identify each single mode the MDOF method is the adequate 

method. 
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Basically, the poly-reference algorithm transforms the measured FRFs back 

in the time domain and the orthogonal-poly reference method works in the 

frequency domain. The orthogonal-poly reference technique tries to fit the 

FRFs with orthogonal polynomials and then to calculate the modal 

parameters. The orthogonal-poly-reference technique shows the weakness, 

by using two references to explain two close modes with one middle mode. 

The mode shapes were first calculated as for a single excitation case in the 

axial (8z) and the radial (34x) directions. The second calculation was the 

combined excitation. The results obtained from a single excitation (8z and 

34x) and the combined excitation by using the poly-reference technique are 

shown in Fig. 6.11. 

No 
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Fig. 6.11: Natural frequencies and damping comparison table of single 

reference and double reference evaluation ("X" = indicated power 

spectrum or response MIF). 
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6.5 Application of the New Correlation 

Method on a Large Modal Model 

A primary difficulty in noise and vibration simulation of complex structures 
like the alternator is that the frequency range of interest encompasses 
"dozens" of system modes in the noise-relevant frequency range. 

In addition, the effect of the connection between each assembled part and 

variations in construction makes it quite impossible to develop a finite 

element model that is accurate up to 2000 Hz. Furthermore, it is impossible 

to research the structure without a set of independent test methods. 

The first task to validate an assembled structures is to validate each single 

part of the structure under free-free conditions. 

Despite the good correlation results of single design parts (diagonal MAC 

values >0.8), the correlation of the assembled structure gives a poor result 
(Fig. 6.12). 
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Fig. 6.12: The MAC-matrix between analytical and experimental modes of 

the alternator 

Also after several improvements in the FE model the MAC value did not 

increase significantly. 

In spite of the small MAC value (around 0.3-0.4), a correlation could be 

observed by eye particularly for the modes at the frequencies which are most 

interesting from an acoustic point of view. Here, the correlation by eye gave 

quite good results. 

For example, the gapping effect (Fig. 6.13) could be correlated by eye, but 

the original MAC value of 0.35 was quite low. 
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Fig. 6.13: Correlation between the analytical and experimental mode by eye 

This led to the idea that only a subset of DOFs pollute the MAC value. 

To improve the model, the method developed and described in section 6.3 

was employed. After 15 iterations excluding a number DOF's, the MAC- 

matrix showed a better quantitative result (Fig. 6.14). 
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Fig. 6.14: MAC-matrix after 15 iterations between analytical and 

experimental modes of the alternator. 

The highest MAC value in the MAC in the previous matrix (Fig 6.13) was 

only 0.58. This means there is a poor correlation between the two models. 

After cancelling less than 4% of the DOFs the diagonal MAC values 

increased up to 0.8. The further calculation by ranking the sensitive DOFs 

shows that the most sensitive DOFs were mostly in the Z-direction which is 

shown in Fig. 6.15. 
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Fig. 6.15: The ranked 15 DOFs with the highest HPV value on the structure 

The un-correlated nodes in the Z-direction are caused by an idealisation 

error at the brackets on the bottom of where the structure was fixed. So the 

whole body could move more flexibly only in the Z-direction, with the 

highest influence on the amplitudes located on the top. 
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6.6 A Comparison between the COMAC 

and the New Iteration Procedure in 

Situ 

The large FE and experimental model of the alternator were used to test the 

correlation models in practice on a real model. After this test, the differences 

are discussed. 

The COMAC and the enhanced COMAC need the same normalisation of the 

mode shapes for a calculation. Usually, the mode shapes in the experimental 

modal analysis are mass-normalised but, unfortunately, not so in the FE 

analysis. For example in FE solver package Permas the model shapes are 

stiffness normalised. 

After normalisation of the mode shapes, the relevant vectors have to be 

paired. For models with a prominent diagonal line in the MAC-matrix it will 
be an easy task, but if there is no such prominent line the user must choose 
the mode pairing. In this example, the following mode orders were paired 
(Fig. 6.16). 
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Mode-Pair 1 
EMA FEM MAC 0 MAC 20 

2 1 0.03 0.81 
3 2 038 0,63 
4 3 064 085 
2 5 077 089 
5 6 0.77 0.85 
8 5 0.21 0.79 
7 8 0.25 0.60 
9 10 0.43 0,75 
8 12 0.37 0.70 
10 12 0.43 0.63 
13 14 0.40 0.68 
12 15 050 0,75 

Mode-Pair 2 
EMA FEM MAC 0 MAC 20 

1 2 0.48 0.64 
4 3 064 085 
2 5 0.77 089 
5 6 0.77 0,85 

Mode-Pair 3 
EMA FEM MAC 0 MAC 20 

4 3 064 085 
2 5 0.77 0 89 
5 6 0,77 0 85 

Fig. 6.16:, Mode Pairing for the COMAC calculation: FE versus experimental 

modal analysis and the MAC values after 0 and 20 iterations 

The different results influenced by the COMAC, enhanced COMAC and 

different Mode pairing are shown in Figs. 6.17 - 6.19. 
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ýý ýi ýý_ ýý'J 

.ý ;ý 
Fig. 6.17: COMAC / enhanced COMAC of mode pair 1 
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.... 

ZL 
ZL 

Fig. 6.18: COMAC / enhanced COMAC of mode pair 2 
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ýý 

ýýI 
ýý// 

Iý ýý ýý 
Fig. 6.19: COMAC / enhanced COMAC of mode pair 3 

The previous figures show impressively the influence between mode pairing 

and the COMAC results. In Fig. 6.18 completely different regions of the 

alternator are indicated than in the Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.19. 

To give a more detailed look at the correlation values, the different methods 

are plotted separately against each degree of freedom (Figs. 6.20 - 6.22). 
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Fig. 6.20: Normal COMAC 
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In Figs. 6.20 - 6.22 it can be seen that the value obtained from the iteration 

procedure is less sensitive to the mode order than are both the COMAC 

calculations. With the new ranking technique it was possible to identify the 

most un-correlated DOFs in one run without mode pairing. 
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6.7 Discussion of the Results 

The comparison of the correlation tools shows the power and the weakness 

of each. The most robust method is the HPV criterion. The main advantage 

to this method is that there is no mode pairing or normalisation necessary 

and, therefore, it is easier to use. 
The enhanced COMAC comes very close to the result of the HPV-value 

when the correct mode pairs are used. 

The normal COMAC does not weight the amplitudes of the DOFs. It can 
happen that in fixed structures DOFs with small amplitudes in the fixation 

have a great effect on the body motion. This effect can also be used as an 

indicator. A good example for this is also seen on the alternator. Only the 

COMAC indicates that in one case the bracket region is a prominent part 

(Fig. 6.18). Small effects in the bracket region can indeed influence the 

vibration in the upper region of the alternator. 

The differences between and how to use the methods are outlined in Fig. 

6.23 for the COMAC and enhanced COMAC and the calculation route for the 

iteration procedure is outlined in Fig. 6.24. 
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Fig. 6.23: The COMAC /enhanced COMAC 
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6.7 Conclusion 

With the iterative MAC method an additional tool for test -analysis 
comparison and correlation is found. Correlation methods are also tools 

which can be used for judging design improvement. 

For large and complex simulation models the interpretation of correlation is 

not an easy task and the results often have far-reaching consequences in the 

design process. Hence it is good to have an additional tool to look at the 

problem from a different angle. In this sense, the HPV factor can also easily 
be changed by adding a different weighting function. The usage of the 

different correlation techniques as tool box provides a great understanding 

of the structural-acoustic interaction of a product. 
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Chapter 7 

The Fundamental Relationship 

between Structural Motion and 

Noise in Complex Structures 

7.1 Introduction 

The study of the motion of physical systems resulting from the forces acting 

on them is referred to as dynamics. The motion can be possibly radiated by 
~the 

ability of materials used in the construction of systems to store potential 

energy via their elastic properties. 

A physical system generally exhibits two classes of vibration - free and 
forced. Free vibration takes place when a system oscillates under the action 

of forces inherent in the system itself and when external forces are absent. 

The system, when given an initial disturbance, will vibrate at one or more of 
its natural frequencies which are the properties of the dynamic system 
determined by mass and stiffness distribution. The resulting motion will be 

the sum of the normal modes in some proportion and will continue in the 

absence of damping. Thus, the mathematical study of free vibration yields 
information about the dynamic properties of system, relevant for evaluating 

the response of the system under forced vibration. 
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Forced vibration takes place when a system oscillates under the action of 

external forces. When the excitation force is oscillating, the system is forced 

to vibrate at the excitation frequencies. 

If a frequency of excitation coincides with one of the natural frequencies, 

resonance is encountered, a phenomenon in which the amplitude builds up 

to high levels, limited only by the degree of damping. 

7.2 Correlation between Operating 

Deflection Shape (ODS), Mode 

Shape and Sound Radiation 

A specific operating deflection shape ODS is dependent on the modal 

parameters (mass, damping, stiffness distributions) which are time-invariant 

and the force distribution, which is time-variant. 

To study noise radiation problems from a vibrating structure the velocity on 
the surface is needed as input data. 
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By using the inverse problem route referred to in chapter 2, we do not start 

with the material properties which are inherent in the system, but rather we 

start with the identification of the noise problem. 

To identify the noise problem at rotating machines, the first steps are to 

measure representative parameters such as acceleration on the structure 

surface or the representative sound pressure and to make a spectrum 

analysis versus the rotational speed. 

When the external excitation forces are cyclical, which is typical for the free 

forces and moments from rotating machinery, the spectrum is usually 

characterised by one or a small number of predominant lines. Fig. 7.1 shows 

a typical spectrum from a structure excited by a rotating machine. 
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Fig. 7.1: Output spectrum from a period process 
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If the forces have a random character, such as results from broadband 

excitation from turbulent flow or random street excitation most of the 

spectral power is likely to be found in one or a few narrow spectral peaks 

representing the modes of the structure. Fig. 7.2 shows a spectrum of the 

same structure as Fig. 7.1 but now with random excitation. 
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Fig. 7.2.: Output spectrum from a random process (the same structure as in 

previous Fig. 7.1 but excited by random excitation) 
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7.3 Modal Decomposition 

To demonstrate the relationship between operating deflection shapes and 

mode shapes can be simplified by looking at a basic structure that is forced 

to vibrate at an arbitrary excitation. In Fig 7.3 a ring is shown and x (C (t)) 

designates the continuous forced deflection function in one co-ordinate as x 

as function of position C in space and time t. By describing the forced 

deflection function it is possible to turn to a finite discrete description, 

sampled in both space and time rather than the continuous function. 

A vector can be built {x(t)} where elements represent the deflection time 

history for each defined point and direction or DOF is designated as the 

forced deflection shape [1271. Here x is an arbitrary symbol which may 

represent deflection in any co-ordinate direction. The ordinal position in the 

vector refers to the defined DOF on the structure. The force deflection shape 
(x(t)) can be represented as a linear combination of its mode shapes 

ix(t)} =E {OI rgr(t) 
7.3.1 

and can be decomposed into its unique mode shapes by modal analysis or, if 

the modal parameters are already known, it can be predicted by analytical 

simulation by applying a forcing vector to the modal model. In practice this 

is not an easy task. 

It has to be noted that (0), is the mode shape which is the time-invariant 

description of relative displacements with the quantitative inherent property 

of the system. The time variation is only built in with the scaling coefficient 

q. (t) 
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Fig 7.3: Decomposition of operating deflection shape 
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7.4 Obtaining the ODS as Input for Sound 

Calculation 

Measuring or calculating the set of continuous infinite time histories over the 

structure might be interesting for some stationary cases but would require 
large numbers of simultaneous response measurements and a very high data 

processing capacity. On the calculation side, for a time history response 

analysis the excitation forces have to be known and calculated for each 

speed. This method is discussed in chapter 2 as an analytical route. Clearly, 

to use the precise tools FEM and BEM in such way produce a lot of data but 

no results for a quieter machine. A more sophisticated way is to assess the 

critical region first, and then, afterwards the advanced tools FEM and BEM 

can be employed much more effectively. 

The previous result shows that the ODS of the stator itself is a linear 

combination of mode shapes. If the excitation frequency is close to a natural 
frequency and the structure's modes are well separated, the contribution 
from other modes may then become insignificant and the ODS would have a 

similar displacement distribution to the associated mode shape. The 

difference is that the ODS vibrates with absolute amplitudes in contrast to 

the mode shape. 

In general, if the cyclic force pattern is known, it is possible to excite the 

structure with "auxiliary forces" [62] or with a "unique force". 
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7.5 Conclusion: Identification of Noise- 

Critical Modes 

The noise radiation of machines is produced by the interaction between the 

operating deflection shape and the surrounding medium. The amplitude 

and the shape of the ODS depends of the inherent mode shapes of the struc- 

ture and the exciting forces (amplitude, time, location depending). To calcu- 
late the exact sound power the entire excitation input has to be known in 

amplitude, time and location, which is obviously a crucial point in practice. 
In assumption that the exciting forces are cyclical, e. g. in rotating machines, 

it could be shown that in contrast to a broadband excitation discrete modes 

will be excited. A conceivable solution is to decompose the operating de- 

flection shape into the normal modes and identify the noise critical modes by 

ranking and using a unique excitation. This technique will not deliver the ex- 

act sound power value, but it can be used as indicator function how to tailor 

mode shapes for less noise radiation. 

To conclude the previous discussion, the following can be defined: 

(i) mode shape: a time-invariant description of relative displacements with 

the structural properties; 
(ii) ODS: a linear combination of mode shapes; time-variant and dependent 

on the force excitation 
(iii) sound radiation: an effect of frequency, velocity distribution and 

amplitude of the vibration on the body which can be obtained from the 

ODS. 

In practice, it is not only important to know the exact noise radiation. For the 

aim to tailoring a mode shape, it is also quite important to judge the ability 

of sound radiating from each mode. 
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Chapter 8 

-A New Method to Identify and Rank 

Modes for Acoustic Optimization 

8.1 Introduction 

For accelerating the design process, a tool is needed which indicates and pre- 

estimates the sound-relevant modes of a product in a very early stage of 

development. With this tool it will be possible to have an efficient 

modification without exhausting in further time-consuming calculations. 

This noise indicator function can be used as an approximation for the 

continual improvement of the product and the assessment of noise levels in a 

methodical way. 

After choosing the most efficient modification, further calculations can be 

made to estimate the sound in more detail, or a physical model can be built 

where the improvements can be tested. 
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8.2 Why do Different Modes Radiate 

Different Sound? 

In travelling the inverse route we come to the question "why do different 

modes radiate different sound? " To solve that physical problem we look for 

more detailed acoustic formulation. 

The general equation to calculate sound power is: 

W(w)=po"C"U"S" J�vr 
sdS 8.2.1 

s 

The sound power is the integration of the normal velocity over the whole 

radiating surfaces. To characterise the effectiveness of the sound radiation, 
Gösele [971 introduced the sound radiation efficiency (he called it the 

radiation factor), ß, which is defined as 

W 
Q=- Wa 

8.2.2 

Gösele compared the radiated power W from a bending wave surface to the 

radiated power Wo of a equivalent flat and in-phase vibrating surface: (Fig. 

8.1) 
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12v 
Fig. 8.1: Sound radiation of a bending wave surface and the equivalent flat 

and in-phase vibrating surface 

As a result of this definition, it can happen that the sound efficiency is equal 

to or greater than 1. This effect occurs at what is called the "coincidence 

frequency". In this case, the wavelength of the surface is equal to the 

wavelength of the surrounding medium and this phenomenon is known as 

the �acoustic coincidence". The wavelength in air, A, and the corresponding 

wave-number, k, are defined as: 

8.2.3 
Co 

and 

27_ 0) 
A CO 

8.2.4 

respectively. For a sphere of radius R, k is, 

k=R8.2.5 

obtaining by substituting 8.2.3 into 8.2.4 
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cn 
Wc =- R 

8.2.6 

For a sphere of radius, R, pulsating at a radian frequency, co, the radiation 

efficiency, Q, is given by [981 

(kR)2 
o' = 8.2.7 

1+ (kR) 2 

Rewritten we obtain 

Q=22rR2 
(w /wc)2 

2 
8.2.8 

1 +(w /w ) 

We can calculate the sound radiation from 

(w /w )z 
W=2ýR2 v; p c 1+(av/Co, )' 

With regard to the dimensions of an alternator, it can be calculated 

R=0,06m 

_ 
330m/s 

O)° 0,06 m 

co, = 5500 Hz 

8.2.9 
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The sound radiation efficiency is a function of w and the relation between w 

and ß is shown for a sphere with a6 cm radius in Fig. 8.2. 

Fig. 8.2: The sound radiation efficiency of a sphere (radius =6 cm) 

The curve for the sound radiation efficiency of a structure is generally 

formed of three regions, as shown in the literature [94,95,96]. 

(i) Beyond the coincidence frequency w>w,, the value of the sound 

radiation efficiency, or, is asymptotic to unity, or = 1. 

(ii) In the region where co <we, the sound radiation efficiency has a steep 

gradient. In this case the sound radiation efficiency, or , is an important 

factor for the sound radiation of a structure. The sound radiation can be 

reduced easily by 50 percent and more by reducing the resonance 
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frequency. This means in practical terms to add mass or to reduce the 

stiffness of the construction. 

(iii) If w« rve, the sound efficiency, a, has a small gradient and is 

asymptotic to a=0. 

Hence it is very important to know in which "sound efficiency region" a 

given mode is located, before changing resonance frequencies by modifying 

mass or stiffness. It is therefore necessary to include the sound efficiency of 

every critical noise mode in the procedure. This will show the sound 

radiation effect of a given frequency change. 

In Fig. 8.2 the sound efficiency of the zero order mode of a sphere is shown 
for the same radius dimension as the alternator. In this special case, it can be 

seen that the sound radiation only differs by 0.5 dB above a frequency of 600 

Hz. 

Assuming that the measurement tolerance for sound pressure measurements 

is ±1 dB, the sound efficiency can be considered to be constant. Under the 

condition that the comparing set of two modifications have similar dimen- 

sions and the same operating conditions we can specify the following factors 

as constant: 

PA = P8 = c1= cont. 8.2.10 

SA = SB = c2 = const. 8.2.11 

CL A= CL B= C3 = congt. 8.2.12 
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Under the condition that a did not change in the given frequency band 

ýA=6B=c4=const. 8.2.13 

and we can calculate for the same measurement points the normal velocity, 

�V, 
as, 

n 
VJ2 2 8.2.14 

n ; =ý 

and 

�v = j�vf(t)dt 8.2.15 
0 

V" 
v(t) harmonic => �vi 

2=8.2.16 
NF2 

and 

Ja = Jb: Cs =18.2.17 
n, f2- 

the equation can be simplified as 

n 

�vý2 = c3 �v2 
8.2.18 

J=l 
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Under the premise of investigating geometrically similar objects in the same 
operating environment, the sound power can finally be written as 

M 

W= c8es �v 
j 

j=t 
8.2.19 

The velocity distribution is deduced from the ODS and not from the mode 

shapes. Hence, a link between the sound radiation, ODS and mode shapes 

must be found to give an answer to the question "why do different modes 

radiate more or less noise ?" 
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8.3 Link between Sound Radiation, ODS, 

and Mode Shape 

To build the link between sound radiation, ODS and mode shape, we start 

with the equation of motion for a forced harmonic excitation as 

mz+cz+kx= fe'' 8.3.1 

Dividing Eq. 8.3.1 by m and multiplying the numerator and denominator on 

the right side by k and substitute k/m=w; we obtain 

z+2ýw, z+rv; kx=ra: 
(k)ei"` 

8.3.2 

where 

_CC 17 
Co 2m w, 

Using the trial solution of the form x= xo " e'°` for a steady state vibration it 

can be shown by differention and substitution in Eq. 8.3.2 that 

= 
w: r/k 

_f 
1k 

x 8.3.3 o m; - uj2 +f 2ýwco, 1- (tv l cv, )2 + j2ýw / cv, 

thus 

feiat 
x=xoe'" = 21 k 

8.3.4 
1-ýwlrv, ý + j2ýrvlw, 

Eq. 8.3.4 illustrates that the displacement is a complex quantity which can 

therefore be broken into its real and imaginary parts by multiplying the 

numerator and the denominator of the expression in the square brackets by 
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its complex conjugate. The total displacement is given by (/Re2 (x) + Im2 (x) 

and 0 given by (tan-' Im(x) / Re(x)). The steady state solution can be written 

as 

X=8.3.5 
Cl 

-ýýv/ßv, 
)2)2+(2ýw/O)r)2 k 

The quantity in the square bracket of Eq. 8.3.5 is called the magnification 

factor JH(w)I 
,x is the amplitude of the displacement and f/k is the static 

displacement. If we compare two systems under the assumption of a unique 

excitation and the system is in resonance w/ tv, =1 with the same static 

displacement we obtain. 

x' 
= 

X242 8.3.6 
x2 j2ý1 

and 

X22 = XA 8.3.7 

For the noise assessment we want to describe a system with damping. For 

this reason we set a mode shape proportional to damped deflection as, 

X-08.3.8 

so we finally obtain 

1 
X-0.8.3.9 

The velocity is defined as 

y. 
dc 8.3.10 
dt 
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In the frequency domain the Eq. 8.3.9 can be written as 

= q$ w 8.3.11 

and 

X-0w8.3.12 

Under the previous premise, the effective squared normal velocity can be 

expressed as 

normal 

�v2 -( w)2 8.3.13 

implemented in Eq. 8.2.19 we finally obtain the equation for a qualitative 

calculation to predict the sound power of a given mode under equivalent 

conditions from modal analysis data. In the equivalent sound power 

equation, only the normal mode shapes are calculated: 

nnormal 
W ý' Cges CO) 2 

8.3.14 

The Eq. 8.3.14 can be used to asses the sound of given modes. The validation 

of these results will be made in a case study in chapter 9. 

The Eq. 8.3.14 is valid when the sound radiation efficiency of two compara- 
ble structures is equal. The sound efficiency factor is depending on the mode 

shape and the natural frequency. If both do not change dramatically, the 
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sound radiation efficiency has the same value. How the sound radiation 

efficiency can be influenced by changing the natural frequency and the mode 

shape for an individual part of rotating machines is an ongoing research. The 

difference can then be implemented as a factor in Eq. 8.3.14. 

8.4 Integration of this Method in a Smart 

Design Cycle 

The method developed above is a procedure to solve noise problems of 

rotating machines with resonance conditions. The application of this method 

will not give a correct value in dB but can indicate sound improvements 

very quickly. 

Modern products like turbo machines, electro-motors, alternators etc. are 
high quality products and the existing know-how can be used in a 

methodical way to characterise the problem first as follows. 

(i) Are the process forces cyclical? 

(ii) Is there just one or a small number, of predominant lines in the 

spectrum? 

(iii) Exist a predecessor with similar surface? 

(iv) Is the main radiating structure known? 
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(v) Is there a change of the environmental conditions? 

After this survey the radiated sound can be assessed with the indicator 

function, by using the modal data (Fig. 8.3). 

Fig. 8.3: Noise assessment by using mode shapes as input 
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Chapter 9 

The New Sound Indicator Function 

in Situ 

9.1 Motivation 

To verify and to study the new sound indicator function, presented in 

chapter 8, in a test case, the stator itself was chosen as a test object. The 

previous dynamic and acoustic analysis in chapter 5 showed that the stator is 

responsible for the noise emission in a wide frequency band. In Fig. 9.1, the 

mode shape at 655 Hz is shown. 
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Fig. 9.1: FE model : mode-shape of the whole alternator at the natural 
frequency of 653 Hz 

To take the stator separately as a test object gives the advantage to look in 

more detail at the structure / acoustic interaction of a single part. Another 

advantage is that the stator can be excited symmetrically and without contact 
if the rotor is included and the stator wires are fed with an alternating 

current. The stator and the rotor are shown in Fig. 9.2 and the schematic 

picture of the excitation technique is outlined in Fig. 9.3. 
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Fig. 9.2: The alternator stator and rotor 
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Fig. 9.3: The electro-magnetic excitation of the stator 

Due to the fact that only the body of the stator can radiate sound, the A- and 

B-housings were used as well-defined supports for the rotor and the stator. 

The residual parts of the A-housing are shown in Fig. 9.4, of the B-Housing 

in Fig. 9.5 and the whole test construction is shown in Fig. 9.6 installed in an 

anechoic chamber for testing. 
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Fig. 9.4: Residual A-housing and complete A-housing with rotor 
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Fig. 9.5: Residual B-housing 
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Fig. 9.6: Stator test with rotor in the anechoic chamber 

The stator was fixed with a screw on a latch. The torque of the screw was 5 

Nm. The fixation of the latch in the FEmodel is outlined in Fig. 9.7 where the 

blue arrows mark the fixed DOF's. 
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Fig. 9.7: Attachment of the stator in the FE model 

For the FE model, the validated stator substructure model could be used and 

was calculated with the additional attachment to ground. 

In the experiment the rotor was included in the test structure. The idea was 

to use the whole system as an exciter by feeding the stator with alternating 

current. The rotor was fixed in all three axes and was also prevented from 

rotating. The rotor on the circumference had the same distance to the stator 

with a tolerance of 0.005 mm. 

The behaviour of the structure showed a good repeatability after 

reassembling as can be seen in the FRF measurements shown in (Fig. 9.8). 
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Fig. 9.8: Repeatability of the test structure 

For the modal test, the test rig developed for studying non-linear structures 
(chapter 5) was used. The modal test was made on the same configuration 

(fixed stator including rotor): the excitation was radial and 108 DOF were 

measured. 

The correlation of this "non-linear" model was quite good for the first 8 

modes see Fig. 9.9. 
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Fig. 9.9: MAC matrix of the fixed stator, test/analysis 

The mode shapes for the first 8 modes are shown in Fig. 9.10 and Fig 9.11. 
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Fig. 9.10: Validated mode shapes 1- 4 from the stator model 
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Fig. 9.11: Validated mode shapes 5-8 from the stator model 
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The sound radiation of the stator was measured in an anechoic chamber with 

a 1/2" microphone at a distance of 13 cm from the stator surface. 

The frequency of the stator sinusoidal excitation was swept down from 2000 

Hz to 0 Hz. With this experiment the operating condition can be simulated 

closely. To get all information over the surface, and especially so at the nodal 

points, the sound pressure was measured every 15° degrees in each direction 

around the circumference of the stator. The tracking analysis shows the 

amplitude of the sound pressure over the frequency range covered, and the 

results are presented in Fig. 9.12. 
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Fig. 9.12: Sound pressure of the stator from 0-2000 Hz in a distance of 13 cm 
from the stator surface 
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9.2 Calculation of the PV Factor 

The next task was to calculate the sound radiation by using the mode shapes 
from the experimental modal analysis and calculating the summation of the 

normal distribution scaled with the damping, as discussed in chapter 8. This 

PV value is overlaid in Fig. 9.13 with the mean value of the sound radiation 

and in Fig. 9.14 as x-y (mean pressure versus PV factor) where the correla- 

tion can be studied. Due to the calculation only at specific modes the PV 

factor is plotted in the diagram as dots. 
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Fig. 9.14: Mean sound pressure versus PV factor 

In both diagrams it can be seen that there is a correlation between the 

radiated sound pressure and PV-value. 

In practice the developed factor will be used to predict the possible changes 

of the sound radiation. Therefore, the next step is to check the PV factor on 

the analytical mode shape provided from the FEM. Unfortunately, the FE 

calculation has no damping included. Hence, the damping must be 

provided from the measurements of each identified mode. The result of the 

calculated PV factor calculated with the FEM modes is shown in the overlay 

diagram in Fig. 9.15 while in Fig. 9.16 the sound power is plotted versus the 

PV factor. The calculation of a full theoretical simulation will be shown in 

the next chapter. 
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These diagrams also show a good correlation, especially at the higher sound 

pressure values. 

9.3 Calculation of an Improved Stator 

Design 

Previous studies show that not only the laminated core is responsible for the 

radiated sound, but that the surface of the copper wire can also radiate 

sound. The copper wire of the stator is impregnated with a special lacquer, 

in the production process of which the whole stator is put into a lacquer 

bath. A statistical investigation of the production leads to the result that the 

radiated noise is somehow correlating with the impregnation process. This 

leads, in turn, to the idea to put the copper windings only a few mm in the 

bath and not to impregnate the whole stator as before. This has the effect that 

there is less lacquer on the surface. A modal analysis was made with this 

specially-treated stator which was called "Prepreg" under the same condi- 
tions as described in section 9.2. The correlation between this modification 

and the original is shown in the MAC table of Fig. 9.17. 
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Fig. 9.17: MAC values of the original stator ("serie") and the modification 

stator ("Prepreg") 

The MAC values can be discussed with the mode shapes which are outlined 

in Fig. 9.10 and Fig. 9.11 and it can be seen that the mode shapes with a 

bonding mode have the biggest discrepancy. However, the main interest is 

in the radiated sound. The PV factor was calculated and correlated with the 

PV factor of the original (series) stator, and this result is shown in Fig. 9.18. 
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Fig. 9.18: PV factor of the original stator ("serie") and the modification 

stator (""Prepreg") 

Here, it can be seen that the PV factor of the modification stator is much 

smaller than the PV factor from the original case. This can also be confirmed 
by a sound measurement which is outlined in Fig. 9.19. 
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Hence, a factor is found to judge the given mode shapes under special 

circumstances of their sound radiation. 
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9.4 Conclusion 

The test results show a good correlation between the calculated PV factor 

and the measured sound pressure. The PV factor can be used as a new tool 

for the identification of noise critical modes in an early stage of the design 

process. Also this tool allows with a given modal analysis data base a noise 

assessment of possible design changes in regard to a quieter design. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion 
ts . 

10.1 A New Way to Reduce Noise in 

Electrical Machines 

In this thesis a new modal correlation technique based on an iteration of the 

MAC coefficient is developed. A new noise criterion, the PV factor based on 

modal data, to assess noise radiation of rotating machines, is established. A 

reference model is used as correlation basis for rating the trends of the noise 
from modified structures. The combination of these tools leads to a new way 
to reduce noise in electrical machines. 

A case study using a complete automotive alternator as a complex rotating 

machine for the experimental and the analytical model is presented in this 

thesis. 

Industrial design loops for products like automotive components must be 

inexpensive, as accurate as necessary, and quickly feasible. If FE or other 

applications take too long time, are more expensive and less reliable than the 

old trial-and-error methods with experienced users, there is no justification 

to employ such a new method in daily business. To date, a design of an 

accurate, reliable FE, BE and forced model of a complex structure like the 
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alternator, for frequencies up to 2000 Hz, takes longer and is more expensive 
to conduct than building a prototype. The work in this thesis is not done 

simply to develop another expensive tool. The priority is to reduce costs and 
time in the design process. Another problem is that for a full calculation on 

real structures there exist a number of unknown variables, e. g. exact 

operating force(s), friction, operating conditions, damping, etc.. A tool for 

quick assessment is needed to answer the question as to whether a 

modification will come radiation of more or less noise. 

In most cases the design is not the first of its kind. Usually, there exists a 

predecessor or a machine of similar design which can be used as the basis for 

modifications. The main question in the design stage is mostly not the exact 

noise level of a modified machine, but more important it is to know if the 

modification leads to a quieter machine or not. This leads to the idea to form 

and solve the inverse problem which is defined in chapter 2. 

In this thesis, a procedure is developed for an assessment of the noise 

radiation trends of rotating machine. The Helmholtz integral equation was 

simplified for correlation purposes. Comparison of proportionally damped 

systems excited by the same force leads to a damping-scaled correlation 
factor, the PV factor, which is based on the mode shapes. By using this 

correlation factor, it is now possible to assess the sound pressure from modal 
data, including damping. 

To correlate two different models, a new correlation technique based on an 
iteration of the MAC coefficient was developed in this thesis. 

The validation of a complex model such as a complete rotating machine can 
be very difficult. The aim here is to localise the modelling to correct the 

model. The MAC value has been used in model correlation, but does not 

succeed in locating errors at specific DOFs. 
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A subsequent step to investigate the correlation between two models is to 

use the COMAC or enhanced COMAC. For a model which is not well 

correlated with the reference the results may suffer from difficulties in mode 

pairing. 

A newly-developed ranking method based on the MAC iteration procedure, 

as presented here, shows a more robust behaviour than the MAC and 
COMAC. A major reason for this is that normalisation and mode pairing is 

no longer necessary. Another advantage of this new tool is that various 

weighing functions can be built in. 

All these methods can also be used for modifying dynamic characteristics of ' 

a structure, and a combination of these methods provides tools which can be 

used for rating alternative modifications. 

The general key to solve practical noise and vibration problems in rotating 

machines, is first to formulate the right questions of the noise problem. For a 

noise reduction process the following question are essential to answer: 

(i) how does the structure radiate noise? 
(ii) where are the responsible parts or locations for the noise radiation? 

(iii) why does one mode shape radiates more noise than the other? 

Combining the methods developed in this thesis the questions can be 

answered as follows, and an iterative noise reduction procedure can be set 

up. 

(i) In the problem identification phase, the first choice is to measure the 

representative dynamic parameter such as sound pressure or/and 

acceleration at specific locations and to make a spectral analysis. If the 
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problem is due to natural modes, the experimental modal analysis 

provides the mode shapes, natural frequencies and the damping of the 

structure. The test rig for complex rotating machines, developed in this 

thesis, can be employed to gather the input data for the modal analysis. 
The answer of the question " how does the structure radiate the noise" 

can be found by studying the correlation between the sound analysis 

and the modal data, which are based on mode shapes, natural 
frequencies, and damping. 

(ii) To identify and localise where the modified model is acoustically and 

structurally different, existing comparison methods and the developed 

methods in this thesis are employed. 

(iii) The new indicator function opens up a quick and reliable assessment of 
how the modes of the modified structure radiate sound. Hence, it can be 

determined which modes are the most important ones from the noise 

point of view. 

The whole iterative process for noise reduction is outlined in Fig. 10.1. 
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10.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

The tools developed in this thesis open the door to a wide range of studies of 

noise radiation of rotating machines. Further investigations of the weighting 

of the iteration procedure and of the interpretation of the results are 

required. 

One of the major challenges in the future will be to integrate the tools 

developed here into the CAE process. There is also an interest in the sound 

radiation caused by different excitation force functions. The future task will 
be to combine the structural and the electro-dynamic models for acoustic 

calculations. 

Another idea is to employ equivalent forces to excite the structure. This gives 

the advantage of exciting a specific range of modes. 

The mode-dependent sound radiation efficiency is not fully investigated for 

rotating machines. A future task will be to estimate the sound efficiency ratio 
for each specific mode and to integrate this in the new PV value. 

As opposed to the FE tools, the newly developed tools take damping into 

account This gives the opportunity to study the influence of the damping 

contribution on the noise radiation of other rotating machines. 

Beyond, all these previously mentioned interdisciplinary techniques inte- 

grated in the CAE cycle provide a powerful tool for noise reduction at an 

early stage of development. 
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Appendix 

Results of the linearity survey 

Fig. Al Linearity check with radial excitation. Force amplitudes 216 

150N-200N 

Fig. A2: Linearity check with radial excitation. Force amplitudes 217 

100N-250N 

Fig. A3: Linearity check with radial excitation. Force amplitudes 218 

100N-500N 

Fig. A4: Linearity check with radial excitation. Force amplitudes 219 

100N-250N 

Fig. A5: Reciprocity related to 34x and 7z 220 

Fig. A6: Reciprocity related to 34x and 8z 221 

Fig. A7: Reciprocity related to 34x and 13z 222 

Fig. A8: Original FRF and 1st, 2nd reassambling; radial response 223 

Fig. A9: Original FRF and 1st, 2nd reassambling; axial response 224 

Fig. A10: Influence of the belt tension 225 

Fig. All: Fig. All: Influence of the belt direction 226 

Fig. A12: Temp. effects in the frequency range of 1200-2000 Hz; 227 

axial response 
Fig. A13: Temp-effects in the frequency region of 1200-1800 Hz 228 
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